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ADULT BASIC EDUCATION FILMSTRIPS 
STATE DEPARI'MENT OF EDUCATIO~ 
COLUMBIA , SOUTH CAROLit-JA 
STATE DEPARI'KENT OF EDUC~TION 
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA 
• 
ADAMS , JOHN 
ADAM , JOHN QUINCY 
ALCOTT , LOUISA MAY 
AUDUBON, J OHN JANES 
BUCK , PEARLS , 
CLEVELAND , FRESIDE'.'JT GROVER 
I 
BIOGRAPHY 
50 MINUTES - COLOR - TRACES EVOLUTIC~ OF 
OUR HERITAGE OF JUSTICE, LAW , FREEDOM . 
50 MINUTES - B/W - A FUTURE FPESIDF.NT RISKS 
HIS POLITICAL CARF.J<;R TO SUPPORT FRI'll'CIPLES 
OF THE FIRST 10 AMENDMENTS. 
18 MINUTES - BIW - EVE"JTS F'ROM THE LIFE OF 
MISS ALCOTT REVEAL HER ()tJTSTANDING CHARACTER 
TRAITS - DEVr TION TO HER FAMILY, SEN SE OF 
HUMOR AND INDUSTRIOUSNESS . SH()';1S THAT LITTLE 
WOMEN , LITTLE HEN , J O• S BOYS WERE BA.SED 
LARGELY ON HER OW'II' EXPERimCES . 
4 MINUTES - COLOR - IIII KENTUCKY , MISSISSIPPI 
AND THRC'UGHC'UT THE 'TNITBD STATF.S, AUDUBC''l 
PAI:'!TED THF. rrnns HE LOVED . THIS FILM RE-
VEALS THi!: RIRD5 THr.:l"SELVF.S, GAY AND PRTLLIANT , 
PERCHED Q'l ilffiSTS OF' MUD AND TWIGS; 0\1 LEAFY 
B()UGHS ; F'RESII AND Pf\lOCENT . 
10 MI\IUTES - B/W - MISS BUCK DF.SCRTBES 
HAPPY CIIILDHOC'D DAYS IN CJ-I I\IA , PQI1'JTS OUT 
DT F'F'SRF.t-JCC:S nETHEEN t-JESTER'II' A. 'll'D 0RP.'ll'TAL 
APPR0ACHES TO LIVING , DT SC USS ES CHAt-JGSS THAT 
HAVE TAKE'.\/ PLACE UNDER C0.1MU'HS l IN CHT'lA 
A\JD CONSID-r;:RS l 'AYS I\J WH ICH AMERICA MAY RE-
COVER GOOD ';'TLL LOST I \J ASIA RECENTLY . 
50 MI'.'JUTES - B/W - SURVF.YS THF. \JEW FORCES 
AFFECTING AMF.RICA F'OLLC'WIIIIG THE OVIL WAR. 
SHOWS H01: / FRESTDF.NT CLF:VSLAND F'nUGHT F'0R A. 
WWER T ARTFF' DSST"'ITE ADVICF. Tr THE CC'\JTRARY 
F'ROM HIS ADV TSnRs . HE WAS DEF'F.AT~D T'II' THE 
ELECTION ',·,'HICl-l 7 CLLOWED . 
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COOPER , JAMES F INIMORE 
• 
ELY , RICHARDT . 
FROST , ROBERT 
HAMILTON , EDI TH 
HOLMES I OLIVER 
I 
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OI(X}RAPHY (CONT 1D) 
18 MINUTES - B/W - DRAMATIZES THE LIFE OF 
THE FIRST GR"li;AT AMERICMJ \,/RITER Tn BA. SE HIE 
NC,/ELS ON THE AMERICA'II FRC''IITI.;:;R scr.:NE . AFT~R 
SEVERAL ADVENTUROUS YEARS IN THE NAVY, COOPER 
SE;TTLED DOWN TO A QUI ET LIFE AS A GEI\JTLEMAN 
FARMER , WROTE NOVELS BASED ON HIS YOUTHFUL 
VENTURES . 
50 MI'IIUTES - B/W - TH~ FRF.'i'.D0~• T C' S~ARCP FOR 
THE TRUTH . SOC I AL RF.FO~ I 'll 19TH CB'!'ITURY 
AMERICA , THE DA.NGF.R OF "DESTROYING- LIBERTY IN 
THE PROCESS OF DEFEND ING IT." A COLIBGE PRn-
FESSOR DEMANDS THAT HIS STUDBr.JTS F.X~MJ'IIE IDEAS, 
EVAWATE P 1JF'ORV.ATIO~ AND MAKF. JUDGMENTS INDE-
PENDENT OF TRADITION. 
30 MINUTES - B/W - t\T HIS FAR~ HOME IN 
VERMnNT , FRST RECALLS THF, '·'ID~ R t\NGE OF PER-
SONAL EXPERTE"JC~C:: - t\ S A MILL i 'ORKER , COUNTRY 
SCHOOL TEACHER , COBBLER, SMALL- TOWN EDITOR, 
AND FARMER - THAT FURNISHED THF. BACKGROUND 
FOR HIS ACHIEVEKF.NTS IN POETRY . HE READS 
TWO POEMS . 
30 MINUTES - COLOR - A TEACHER , WRITF.R , AND 
INTERNATIONAL AUTHORITY OF A'IICIENT GRF.F.K AND 
ROMAN CULTURES TALKS I N HER MAI "IB HOME. SHE 
SPEAKS OF W~YS I'll WHICH THE GREEK CIVILI ZA-
TION WAS U"JI0UE I'll HISTORY , OF THE FUNDAMEN-
TALS OF GREEK PHILOSOPHY , AND OF RF.ASONS FOR 
GREECE ' S FALL. 
18 MINUTES - B/W - DRAMATI7F.S EPISODF.S FROM 
HOLME3 1 LIFE. POINTS OUT HIS cnNTRIBUTIO'IIS 
AS I\ MAN OF MEDICI NE , OF LETTERS , Al\JD AS A 
LECTURER , HTGHLIGHTING F:VF.:NTS T'IICJDF.N'T'AL TO 
WRITING OLD IRO\ISIDF.S , AUT OCRAT OF THF: BRF.AK-
FAST TARLE AND C"l'HER wnRKS . 
• HOUSTON , GOVERNOR SAM 
• 
HUTCHINSON , ANNE 
IRVING. WASH INGTON 
JOHNSON , SENATOR ANDREW 
JOURNALS OF LEWIS & CLARK 
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BIOGPAPHY (CONT 1 D) 
50 MINUTES - B/W - THE SANCTITY OF J. CON-
TRACT, THE C 0NFLICT OVER FREF.OOM VS. SLAVERY 
IN THE TERRITORIES. MOB PSYCHOLOGY, VIOLENCE 
AS A SOLUTIO~ T0 DISAGREEMENTS. THE PR0UD 
TEXAN WHO SUFFERt;;D POLITICAL MARTYRDOM BE-
CAUSE "HE LOVF.D HIS COUNTRY , HE WAS A PATRIOT , 
HE WAS DEVarED TO THE UNION . 11 
50 MINUTES - B/W - ANNE HUTCHINSO~ STRUGGLES 
WITH THE RIGID PURITAN CHURCH HIERARCHY FOR 
PERSONAL R~LIGinUS FREED0M. SHE LOS-W.S I~ 
COURT TO GOVERNOR WINTHR0P AND IS BANNED FROM 
MASSACHUSETTS . WE SEE WHY FHEED0M OF RELIGIO~ 
IS A BASIC cr~STITUTIO~AL RIGHT. 
18 MINUTES - B/W - BRINGS T0 LIFE SIGNIFI-
CANT EPISODES I'! THE LIFE OF 1•/ASHI~TO~ 
IRVING. TRAC T;;c; HIS EARLY LIFE IN "JEW YORK, 
AS A LAWYER AND TH-r.:N AS A WRITER. DESCRIBES 
TRAVELS AND LIFE ARROAD, HIGHLIGHTING INCI-
DENTS ON WHICH HJ\TGED THE WRITING OF HIS 
BEST KNOWN LITERARY WORKS , 
50 MINUTES - B/W - THE PRESERVATIC:--1 OF THE 
UNION VS. STATES RIGHTS; ~HE ECCNOMTC PARA-
DOXF.S FAC~D BY A BORD~R STATS; THE D~CLPIB 
OF AGRARIAN AMERICA , SENATOR ANDR8v JOHNSON,, 
THE ONLY U.S. SENATOR TO RETAI"J HIS SEAT WHE~ 
HIS STATE (TE~SSEE) HAD LEFT THE UNION . 
27 MINUTES - COLOR - FAITHFUL TO THE J OURNALS 
AND COVERING THE SAME TERRAIN TRAVF~LED BY 
LEWIS & CLARK, THIS CAPTURES THE WO~DER OF 
THE VIRGIN WEST , REC0UNTS AN HETWIC CHAPTER 
IN THE r~VELOPMEN'J' OF THE FRD"JTIER, SUGGESTS 
THE PROBLEMS OF cnNsERVATION AND INDIAN SUB-
JUGATTON . 
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BI OGRAPHY (CONT'D) 
JOURNEY TO YESTERI:AY 
jULIUS CAESAR 
LINOOLN AS A PIONEER YOUTH 
LINC OLN i FRONTIER FAMILY 
LINCOLN : THE END AND BEGINNING 
LINCOLN: THE FlITURE PRESIDENT 
LINCOLN: THE YOUNG LAWYER 
10 MINUTES - B/W - PRESENTS THE DISCOVERY 
OF THE CURE FOR YELLOW FEVER BY WILLHM 
GORGAS AND ITS IMPORTA'JCE TO THE COMPLBI'ION 
OF THE PANAMA CANAL. 
33 MINUTES - B/W - A C0 NDENSED VERSION OF 
SHAKESPEARE ' S C0MPIETE PLAY PORTRAYED BY A 
PROFESSIONAL CAST . 
27 MINUTES - B/W - FROM THE TEEN- i\GE POY AT 
A BACKWOODS "BLAB SCHOOL" TO THE TALL Yr.UNG 
MAN STARTING LIFE ON HIS OWN; FRIE~DSHIPS A~ 
HARDSHIPS IN RURAL AMERICA, THE KIND OF MA~ 
ABE GREW TO BE. 
2R MI~TES - B/1.J - THE LITE OF A 1-'IONEER 
FAMILY IN THE EARLY 1~001 S . THE FRC''JTP.R 
CHILDHOOD OF THE NATION' S FlITURE PRESIDENT; 
THE ROLE OF YOUNG ABE I S MOfHER. 
27 MINUTES - B/W - FROM THE PRESIDEI\JT AT THE 
WHITE HOUSE AT THE TIME OF LF.E: 1 S SURRENDER TO 
THE ASSASSINATION; THE FUNERAL TRAIN CROSSING 
THE COUNTRYSIDE , BACK TO THE CABIN I~ WHICH 
TOM AND NANCY HANKS LINCOLN WELCOME A ~W SON. 
33 MI NUTES - B/W - THE FlITURE PRESIDENT. A 
YOUNG BACKWOODS LAWYER LOSES AND THEN REGAINS 
HIS FAITH IN HIMSELF. THE FUTURE PRE~·UDENT 
GAINS STRENGTH. 
'30 MINUTES - B/W - THE Y0UNG Lf\WYRR J'.f NEW 
SALEM. THE PLUNGE TNTO THS POLITICAL ARENA ; 
A YGUNG MAN1 S AMRTTTON FOR PUBLIC OPFICS . 
THE ANN IiUTLF.DGE LEGEt\JD ; A FUTURE CLOUDED BY 
DOUBT . 
LONGFELLOW, HENRY WADSWORTH 
MAGIC ALPHABET , THE 
MARSHALL , CHIEF JUSTICE 
MASON, GEORGE 
ORDEAL OF WOODROW WILSON 
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BIOGRAPHY (CONT I D) 
17 MINUTES - B/W - EVENTS IN HIS LIFE WHICH 
REVEAL HIS DEDICATION TO CREATING A NATIVE 
AMERICAN POETRY AND TO ENCOURAGING A TASTE 
FOR THE POETRY OF OTHER COUNTRIES . INTER-
POSES SELECTIONS FROM HIS POEMS AND DRAMATIZES 
INCIDENTS WHICH INSPIRED SUCH WORKS AS EVANGE -
LINE. 
11 MINUTES - B/W - DR. CHRISTIA~ ELJKMAN 1 S 
EXPERIEMENTS IN JAVA TO DISCOVER THE CAUSE 
OF BERIBERI. HIS ACCIDENTAL DISCOVERY OF 
VITAMIN Bl FOLLOWED BY THE DISCOVFBY OF orHER 
VITAMINS AND THEIR IMPORTANCE TO HEALTH. 
50 MINUTES - B/W - IN THE TRIAL OF AARON 
BURR IN VIRGINIA IN 1R07, WE LEARN HOW THE 
CONSTITUTION PROTECTS AMF.RICAN CITIZENS FROM 
ACCUSATIONS OF TREASON . MARSHALL EXPLAINS: 
11 JEFFERSON IS Nor A KING •••• IN THE REPUBLIC 
THE PLarTING OF TREASON DOES Nor CONSTITUTE 
THE ACT OF TREASON . 
50 MINUTES - B/W - WE SE'!<.: THE VIRGPHA 
RATIFYING CONVENTION RESOLVE AT THE INSIS-
TENCE OF GEORGE MASON OF VIRGINIA, THAT THE 
FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS FOR THE NEW CONGRi.:ss 
BE TO AMEND THE CONSTITUTI ON WITH A BILL OF 
RIGH'.rs. 
26 MI"WTES - B/W - EXAMINES REASONS WILSON 
TOOK THE NATION Tn WAR, COW-'ENTS ON HIS ACTIV-
ITIES AS A WARTIME PRESIDENT, THEN FOCUSES 0~ 
HIS VAIN STRUGGLE TO CREATE THE INTERNATIONAL 
MACHINERY FOR A LASTING PEACE. FEATURES NAR-
RATION AND PERSON AL COMMENTARY BY HERBERT 
HOOVER. 
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BI OGRAPHY (CONT 1 D) 
POE . EDGAR ALLEN 
PORTRAIT OF A GENI US 
SANDBURG , CARL 
SERVANT OF NA~KIND 
SHAKESPEARE: SOUL OF AN AGE 
SHAKESPEARE 1 \HLLI AM 
13½ MINUTES - COLOR - PAI NTINGS CREATED I N 
THE STYLE OF POE 1 S WRITINGS ARE SKILLFULLY 
PRESENTED TO BRING TO LIFE SCENES FROM HIS 
\'ORKS AGAINST A BACKGROUND OF POE 1 S LIFE. 
EXCERPTS FROM "TO HELEN, 11 "T~ FALL CF THE 
HOUSE OF USHER," "THE MURDERS IN THB RUE 
MORGUE," "THE RAVEN . " 
10 MINUTES - B/W - LEONARDO DA VINCI AS AN 
INVENTOR, DETERMINED TO FIND WAYS TO ACCOMPLISH 
WHAT arHERS SAY CAN!>Jar BE 001'ffi . ILLUSTRAT'G.::D 
WITH HIS DRI\WINGS. 
30 MI NUTES - BfN - THE FAMOUS AMERICAN PO~ , 
BIOORAPHER OF LI"JCOLN A~ PULITZER PRI'ra 
Wif'JNER, PLAYS HIS GUITAR A~ SI'JGS FOLK SONGS 
IN A STYLE !\JO LESS FAMILIAR THAN HIS GIFT FOR 
POETRY. HE RECALLS ADVENTURr.:S AS A NEWSPAPER 
REPORTER AND SPF.AKS OF HIS LIFSLONG DEDICATION 
TO LI NCOLN 1 S LIFE. 
9 MINUTES - B/W - A RRIF,'F' BIOGRAPHY OF THOMAS 
ALVA EDISON , S0MF": OF HIS ANAZI"JG ACHIVEME'l"TS 
AND THEIR EFFECTS UPON LIFE TODAY. 
54 MINUTES - COLOR - MOVES FROM LANDMARK 
TO LANDMARK I1'J SHAKESPEARE ' S LIFE , PICTURING 
AUTHENTIC MAPS , BUILDINGS , TO\·NS , '!!:ST ATES 
AND CITIES . SIR r.aCHAEL REDGRAVE rrncrr~s 
ILLUSTRATIVE PASSAGES Fnor SPEt.:CHES IN 
SHAKESPEARE ' S CHR0'UCLES, Cr'!AEDIF.S AND TRA-
GEDIES - SOMF. FIFTEEN IN ALL. 
25 MINUTES - COLOR - R'l<:CR:::Arr;;s Tt;LI7;AR2THA~ 
SOCIETY AND THE LIFE OF WILLIAM SHAKTi;SPF. .. rns 
FR0M EARLY OOYTJr,C'D THROUGH THF. yr.;ARS SPENT 
AS PLAYWRIGI-IT AND ACTOR J 'J LO"JD()I\J, DRAMA-
TIZES SCE'l!S F'RGr--: !1ICHARD I II , ITAMLST, JIJJ:r::s 
CAESAR , MACBETll , AS THEY '.TULD HAVF. R;.;S'J re;;; __ 
FOR.MED AT THE GLORE THEATRE. 
' 
• 
SHAW, GEORGE BERNARD 
ST AIRWAY TO LIGHT 
STORY OF ALFRED ~OBEL I THE 
STORY OF DOCTOR CARVER, THE 
TRAGEDY OF JOHN MILTON 
TWAIN , MARK: BACKGROUND FOR 
HIS \D RKS 
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BIOGRAPHY (CONT ' D) 
26 MINUTES - B/W - ACTUAL FILM CLIPS SHOWS 
SOME OF GEC'RGE BERNARD SHAW' S MAJOR I DEAS; 
DESCRI BE HOW HIS WORK AND ART REFLECTED AND 
CHANGED SOCI ~TY ; AND DF,PICTS THE SURFACE 
"BUFFOON" PERSONALITY GBS PRESENTED TO THE 
WORLD. 
10 MINUTES - B/W - DR . PHILIPPE PINEL, OB-
SCURE FRENCH DOCTOR, UNSHACKLES HIS INSANE 
PATIENTS TO HF.LP FREE THEIR ITI\JDS , THUS 
PIONEERING J'IJ THEIR MODERIIJ HUMANE TRF.ATME~. 
AN ACADEMY AWARD WINNER. 
11 MI\JUTES - B/',J - THE EXPERIMEITTS AND RE-
SEARCH WHICH LEC TO NOBEL' S INVENTWN OF 
DYNAMITE . HIS DI SMAY AT ITS DESTRUCTIVF. USE 
IN WAR AND THE D~CISI0N TO LE~VE HIS F0RTUNE 
TO THE PROMOTION OF PEACE , ESTABLISHING THE 
NOBEL PRIZE AWARDS. 
10 MI~UTES - B/W - PRF.SENTS THF. AGRICULTURAL 
EXPERIEMF:NTS AND ACHIE~NTS OF DR. GEORGE 
WASHINGTON CARVER, THE SCIEVI'IST WHO WAS 
BORN A SLAVE. 
27 MI NUTES - B/W - AUGUST 13, 1660 , THE 
BLIND POET IS DRIVEN I'JTO HIDING BY CHARLES II 
AND HIS WORK ORDERED DISTROYED. 
13 MINUTES - COLOR - AUTH"ENTIC BAC KGR~UNDS , 
QUOTAT IO~S, AND REENACTMENTS ENRICH THF 
STUDY OF MARK TWAIN ' S WORKS . HIS CC'LORFllL 
BOYHOOD ON THE MISSISSIPPJ IS SHOWN T0 81': A 
SGURCE OF HIS MAJOR WRITT~GS ; nTHBR '·tiRKS 
REFLECT HIS LIFE AS JOURNALIST , YARN SPJIIJNE~ 
AND HlJMORIST . 
-8-
BIOGRAPHY ( CCNT 1 D) 
TWAIN a MARK: GIVES AN INTERVIEW 13 MINUTES - COLOR - MR . HAL FOLBROOK 1 S 
AMAZING F!-!YSICAL R;;;SEMRLANCE TC' MARK T'•!AI'I > 
HIS SKI LL I I\J REP ROD UC ING T~ GRF.AT AUTHOR 1 ~ 
MAN~ERISN AND THF. 'IITTY AND PL'NGENT DIALC'c:· 
EXCERPTED FRC'V TWAIN ' S WRITll\JGS COMB~E TC 
MAKE THIS AN II\JTRIGUING AND MEMORABLE FIU'. 
BUSINESS EDUCATION 
SECRETARY I THE: A NORMAL DAY 
SECRETARY , THE: TAKING DICTATION 
SECRETARY I THE: TRANSCRIBING 
11 MINUTES - COLOR - FOLif)WING JOA'\J T~:-
A NORMAL DAV I\J A M0DERN OFFIC"li'. , 1,.'E L~.\: 
ABOUT TYPICAL SECRETARIAL RESPONSIBILI~: 
SUCH AS MAKING AFPC'INTMEI\JTS , GRE~I>.J'G v-·.:._-· 
PROCESSING I'\JCOMJI\JG MAIL, SUPERVISI >.J'G L:· 
ORGANI ZJ'\JG A BUSI'\JESS TRIP , TAKING DICTA~ -
AND TRANSCRIDII\JG . 
11 MINUT~S - COLOR - A GOOD SECRETARY 11 ! ~ 
PROPER MATERIALS ORGANIZED T '"' RESPOW ~ . . 
TO THE pnss• CALL. SHE KNO't!S COR!?t.:C,.... . 
HOW TO PIDICATE SPECIAL INSTRUCTTO>.J'S , ' 
INTERRUPT AND WHEN I\JOT , HOW ~O "KEY" DJ~-
TO LETT~S BEING ANSWERED AND OTHER R('; , .. 
PROCEDURES . 
11 MINUTES - COLOR - FOLLOWING JOAN T';· 
A TYPICAL SERIES OF TRA:JSCRlBING A: -~ . 
WE LEARN ABOUT THE PLACING OF WORK !-':.~:;- :_ 
TO AVOID ~-:ASTE M0I'I ON : l<:ST ABLISHT'JG 
TIES TO THAT RUSH ITEMS G~T OUT ~ 
TYPING T".i:CHNIOUES FOR FAST-SR, ~JM::A'~-
GUIDANCE 
APTITUDES AND OCCUPATIONS 16 MJ'.'JUTF:3 - COLOR - A GRJ'l!P (? :.·,. 
THEIR COUNSELOR P.XJ\MINE SCHOLASTIC · .. 
C•~ AGAINST THE WORLD 
OPE~ HEART OPERATION 
OUT OF DARKNESS 
POSTURE I ~ MOTIO'IJ 




11 Mir-.ruTES - P/W - COURAGEOUS DR. EPHRAIN 
MCDO\IELL DEFrr.:s fROFESSJO'IJAL RIDICULF, AW 
PUBLIC PRC'TEST TO PERFGRM THE WORLD I S FI RST 
MAJOR OPERAT I O'IJ O'IJ A HUMA'IJ BEING. THUS 
BEGIN\JING V0DERN SURGli;RY. 
27 MINUTBS - B/W - A FILM RECC'RD OF A'IJ 
OPEN HEART SURGICAL OPERATION TO REPAIR A 
HOIE I"J THE ~·I ALL OF THt;; HEART OF A 5 YEAR 
OLD GIRL. AT Tiffi UNIVEPSITV OF MINNESOTA 
EOSPITAL. 
55 MP-JUTES - B/W - A'IJ AWARD- HPJ\JING DOCU-
MENTARY REPORT 0'1 "1NE '•lOMAN 1 S STEP- PY- STEP 
RECOVERY FRr:M MENTAL ILLNESS. PRODUCED RY 
CBS PUBLIC AFFAIRS PJ COOPERATIOt\J 11JITH THE 
AMERICATIJ f'SYCHIATRIC ASS ' IIJ., AND THE NATTONAL 
AS3:1CI ATrr·r FOR MENTAL HEALTH. 
9 MINUTES - cn10n - CC111JFIDE'\JC-:<; ' t;;FF'ICJ~\JCY 
AND B~AUTY RELATE TO C',('0D POSTURE. A DEMO'IJ-
STRATIO'IJ OF ACCKPTABLE A\JD UIIJACCEPTABLW. PRO-
CEDURES ARE CONTRASTED IN: (1) WALKP.JG 
(2) STAIIJDP.JG (1) SITTING (4) WALKING UP A~ 
OO'rN ST AIRS. 
10 MI\JUT><;S - B/W - WHY CC'LDS START , HOW 
THEY SPFi.EAD Al® 1-JHI\T TO DO TO PREVENT THSM. 
THE FILl-1 F."'t'"";;CTDTELY PORTRAYS THE MrST COMMOIIJ 
WAYS IN i·JHICH THE BODY DEFENDS ITSi;;LF A:;AI"JST 
GERMS. 
11 MINUTES - B/W - DR. HANS SELYE OF THE 
UNIVERSITY OF MOIIJTRr.:AL DISCuss.;;s HTS REVOLU-
TIO~JARY T!IEORY C'F STRESS . HE EXPLAPJS THE 
NATURE OF "STRt;;SS" AS A r.E'IJERAL ALARM R:7;ACTION 
THROUGH Tiffi PITUITARY AND ADRE'IJAL GLAI\JDS SF.T 
OFF BY A~ ATTACK SUCH AS DISEASE , I~JURY, 
MENTAL STRAIN . 
, 
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LANGUAGE ARTS AND SKILl,S (CONT'D) 
CHAUCER AND THE MEDIEVAL PERIOD 
CHAUCER'S ENGLAND 
COMPARATIVE READING 
DAVID COPPERFIELD: THE BOY 
CRITICAL EVAUJATIO~: 
EARLY VICTORIAN E~GLAND 
AND CHARIBS DICKENS 
11 MDJUTES - COIDR - HE EXAMTIJH: THE MAJOR 
LITERARY FORMS KNOWN TC THE THREE CLASSES OF 
MEDIEVAL SOCI6TY. RE-ENACTMENTS OF A ROBIN 
HOOD BALLAD, FIERS PLOWMAN, '3IR GAFAIN A:® 
THE GREEN K'JIGHT, MORTE DI ARI'HUR AND A PORI'ION 
OF THE CANTERBURY TAIBS. 
30 MINUTES - COLCR - FOLLOWS CHAUCER' S PIL-
GRIMS - THE KNIGHT, WIFE OF BATH , MILl,ER, 
PARDONER, At-.JD OfHERS - ON THEIR WAY TO CA\JTER-
BURY, TELLING STORIES A~ THEY RIDE, PRE'3EIIJTS 
A DRAMATI~ATICN OF THE PARDONER 'S TALE , AN 
IRONIC ST( RY nr THE FOLLY OF AVARIC~ , VER'3B 
TRANSU,TSD PY TIRODORE MORRISON . 
lJ MINUTES - COIDR - FY C0MPARP.!G A.RTICIES 
Ill TWO ENCYCIDPSDIAS, JSFF GAI"JS AilJ UIWER-
STANDPJG CF J;IFr-ERING DEFI'JITIONS HJ GEOGRA-
PHY. LINDA COMES TO K~01.·: MARK TWAIN THROUGH 
HIS WORKS ABC'UT HH1. Do:~ DEVELOPS INSIGHTS 
D ITO PII.GRU: LIFE THROUGH COMPARATIVE READING . 
40 MINUTES - B/W - THE FCRMATIVE YEARS CF 
DICKENS' GREAT LITERARY HERO, ILLUSTRATING 
THE ENVIRONMENT At® PERS0~J4.LITIES OF 18th 
CENTURY ENGLAND THAT INFLUENCF.D THF; BOY 1 S DS-
VELOPMENT. UNFORGETTAnLE CHARACTERIZATION 
BY FILM GR8AT3 INCLUDING LI ONEL BARRYMORE , 
BASIL RATHBONE A1ID W. C. FIELDS. 
1) MINUTES - COLOR - TEACHES IIOW TO r.:VAi..UATF. 
AN AUTHOTI 1 S 1,·JORK PY TMAGINING HE IS PRESSNT 
A'"l THE WORK IS BEING READ . i-JITH EXAMfL~S 
DRAWN FRC'M FICTION AND NC'~-FICTIO!II , THIS DE-
MO~STRATES THE KEY STEPS J~ THE PROCESS OF 
CRITICAL EVALUATION. 
16 MINUTES - COLOR - HUMA~ITIES SERIES . 
MR . FADIMA7'J EXAMINES VICTC'RIAl\I El\IGLAND '-!ITH 
ITS STARTLING CGNTR.\STS CF MORALITY AND HY-
POCRISY, SFIBNDOR AND S~U~LOR , PROSPERITY 
AND POVERTY . 
' 
-18-
LANGUAGE ARTS AND SKILLS (CCNT 1 D) 
EFFECTIVE LI STENI~ 
EIGHTEENTH CENTURY, THE 
ELIZABETHA~ PERIOD , THE 
E:-JGLAN'D ; A BACKGRCUN'D FCR 
LIT ERATURE 
HUMANITIES , THE 
H::FROVI'.'JG YOUR VOCAEULARY 
15 MINUTES - COLOR - DEMONSTDATE5 THE IM-
PORI'ANCE OF LISTEN'ING IN THE COMMU>..J"I CATIO>.J 
PROCESS AND fOINTS OUT THF. MAJOR OBSTACI.E'.} TO 
EFFECTIVE LISTENDTG, INDICATING 1;TAYS I~J ·;.rHJCH 
GOOD LISTE~'JG HARITS CAN BE DEVF.1DP1';D . 
13 MINUT~S - CO LOR - LITERARY DISCUSSIC~S 
I N AN le-th C~NTURY LON'DON COFFEE H0USE Ri;;V:-.:AL 
TRE"JDS P.J LITF.R,\TURE CF THS TIM~. Exc:-:RFTS 
FROM ADDIS:"~ A"JD STE-:LE, PC'PE , S1:lJT.'T, JC'H'llSC''J , 
FJELDI>.JG, GCLrS~ITH ILLU<:;TRATE ~rr:riCLA.S'HCJS:1-' : 
OTHERS ILLUSTRATE SHI IT TOWARD LAT"SR ROMANTI -
CISM. 
11 MI\JUTES - CC'LOR - 1tJ'E SEE VARICUS ~LI 7.A-
HETHA>.J SOCIAL CLASSES J'J LC''rDC''l THE,'.T:ES. 
THEIR LIVSS SHO'-.' US HO" TRS~JDS I'll 'SXF A 'lSTC' ': , 
TRA~E , TASTE A:W STUDY A~~~CT LI T~PI\TUPS 
OF THE TIME . EXCERPI' S FRrn-~ GRT.;AT ELIZAB~4 ;;:; 
WRI TING S A"Ir '<.:LEMF.NTS '.:HICH CHARACTERI2S THcl-~ 
ARE PRESEiITED . 
11 MI'!UTES - CC'Lnrl - '1ELSCTJONS f.''f/,('" ' "'Cl':' -\~ 
ENGLISH 1;ffiJTETTS AGAI'IJST 'TP.TTJ'\Jr. THAT ~ rsr n _-:;;; 
THBM. THE i·\A.I'J ARt:;A r 1·1f!JCH TITTIR ':TG RK TI 'S-
FLECT E>.JGLA\JD , TIIE ENG LISH C0U:'J'T'RYSJDS , ':'~ 
SEA - .\RE 'FftrTRAYW T~J KEEPI'JG ''I1'll TH'S " r,-.:-: 
A'.\!D FEELI'JG CF THE 1.TRITINGS THF:1°,SELVSS , 
30 MINUTES - COLOR - HUEA'HTIES SERI-SS. r :::;: -
EX\ iPLES OF' LITERATURE , PHOTOGRAf'-lY A\TD 'i'.I·:- -:-: , 
CLIFTON FADDlAN T\JTR0 DUCES THE l!lJMA:--JI'i'I-;;_:s .. 
FP.HNG THEM A '1 "MAN 1 S ID~AS ,\ \JD FE'SLI~Gr; ~-''• 
LIFE , R~COR" .... D r~ CERTAJ"J' DT>;FI'IJITE 1-rus., , ., 
HE SAYS THEY D-:.:AL t!ITH ID~A S A 'JD FF:◄I.I"Z" ~ 
"THAT "'JEV-i.:R GO C'UT OF STYLF, . 11 
11 MI'JUTES - ~C' LOR - A BC'•Y 'tJH(',SE VOCAr1i;~ ~. 
"JE':'r.s I' Tfl(WS'-'F.\J'I' GITTS PET.r F'RO i A U\;J0[7 
TELEVJ3HW SC f/E1-':'J WH0SE r.r-rnscu:;.JT 'IJ\;o~ -- . 
COVBIN'ES WIJ''SY AND F'l1CT rn :3Er {lp nc: -;; -;, • 
ClJIDELI\JES FDR HIM . HE J.r.:.\R'-lS Tn i.C' ' '< ', 
NEW WORDS A'ID USE EF'F'!i:CTTVF.LY TIIOSF. i:-:: :,~ -
R-:.:ADY K'.'J0 iJS . 




LADY OR THE TIGER , THE 
LANGUAGE AND CO ll•a.J:-JICATIO~ 
NATURE READER , THE 
11 NINUTES - COLOR - DIVERSIFIED r.:Xf..l•:PLES 
OF LITERATURE A "ID IMAGI'lfATIVE FILM TECH'Hf"'TJES 
LF.AD TO A~ U~ERSTANDI~G OF INTERPR~TATION. 
1:IE SEE THIS PROCESS DJVOL~S FIRST GRASPI 'JG 
THE LITERAL t'ili:ANING , EXPLORING OTHER POSSI BLE 
MEANING, THEN CHECKING AND APPLYING INTER-
PRETATION . 
14 rnNUTES - CGLOR - THE J'JSPIRING. 5T0RY 
OF JOlft.""iY APPLESEED , A MAN CF PF.ACF. 'tJHOSE 
GOAL WAS ':' 0 ~'Alill THE \!0RLn A BF.'T'TER PU.CE F0R 
ALL LIVnJG CHF.ATllRt.:5 , IMAGT"l'ATIVELY ~OLD 
AGAINST THB FACKGRC'Ut-JD GF FJCWE1'.:R AMERICA. 
33 m'IJUTES - B/W - A CONDE'lfSED VBR'.3I'"''J C'F 
SHAKESPEARE 1 S CCMPLETE FLAY FORTRAYED BY A 
FROFESSI0',fAL CAST . 
10 MINUTES - B/W - STRIKING DRAMATI7.:ATIOr-J OF 
FRANJ< STGCKTNJ1 c: U'JRE30LVED T AL~ OF TE13: TWO 
DOORS - O'JE OFFERING FREEDOM AND A LADY , THE 
OTHER A TIGER. 
17 MDJUTE1 - COLOR - DEPICTS SPO:GN A'ID 
WRITTEN I l\\;GUAGE, PRES~l~TS THB.E,: S1'AGES I'J 
DEVELOPMENT OF ~·ffiITTE'J LANGUAGE; FICTCCR~.FHI ': , 
IDEOGRAPHIC, A "JD PHON'ET I C. DI scnssr.:s P?0'rs:t,;-=:q 
AND THE HISTC'RY OF THE ALPHAB..:T. STRKS'.3-SS T:,"E 
NEED FOR MA"i TO USE IANGUAGE FOR CGNSTRU":TTJ'~ 
PURPOSES. 
27 MINUTES - R/W - A DRILLI4.:'IT DRA~'.ATr;71r.,: 
OF EDWARD EV;;:RETT HALE ' S CLASSIC ,TrRY C'F 
FfiILI.IP ~OLA'J , THE MAr-J WHr RENOUNCED ms 
COUlfl'RY . 
11 ~iI:,.JUTES - CC'LOR - TEACHES Tr AIJ/. AT B-S-
Cr.MING A ;,!ATURE READER A;, V"ELT, A'3 A Gr.no 
n:-:ADER. DR -\V.'\TJC VTG"JET'T'~S C'F '3PSCir.'JC :;;xAv.-
PLES I:ITRGDUCE A "ID EJCPLAI'J THE SKILLS C'F .:.. 
MATURE R-;:ADER- CRITI CAL EVALUAT I ON, INTER-





LANGUAGE ARTS AND SKILLS (CONT 1 D) 
NUT INY crJ THE BOUNTY 
NOVEL . THE 
PRIDE AND PREJUDICE 
ROMANTIC PERIOD , THE 
ROMEO AND JULIET 
SAY WHAT YOU MEA~ 
40 MI:JUT3S - B/W - THIS IS THE STC'RY C'F 
MUTDIY ON THE H. M. S . ROU'1TY IN 1787. TH:S 
MUTINY HELP~D BRING ABOUT A \JEW DI SCIPLINE 
BASED UPC'"J MUTUAL R"'BFECT BET\t~N OFFICERS 
AND ME \J BY \·.THICH BRI T AI\J I S SEA PO'·'ER IS ~!iAI\J-
TAINED AS SECURITY FOR ALL WHO PASS UPO'J TH'S 
SEAS. 
30 MI~T~S - COLOR - HUMAtHTISS si;;RIES . '·.T> 
THE AID C'F ACTORS FROM C'LD VIC COMPA~, 
CLIFTO\J FADD1k\J EXPLAI"JS '-'OTIVATION, CHARAr. -
TERIZATIO\J, STYLE , A "JD THE EST ABLIS~2:\1T C'? 
IDOD THRC'UGH DESCRIPTIO'J". 
40 MINUTE3 - B/vl - JANE AUSTEN • S CHARl•IT'JC-
COMEDY OF lBth CENTURY MAJIJ'IJERS AND '•'ITTY , 
IRONIC COITTrERSATIO"J SUPERBLY P0RTRAY1:~ ~~ 
STARS SUCH AS GRET;;R GARS0 flJ , LAURENCE r-;:,n=-: 
MAUREEN 0 1 SULLIVAN. PICTURES THE SOCIAL:• , · 
OF PROVPICIAL ENGLAND WITH DELIGHTFIIL R"SA.i.,i:' ' . 
13 MINUTES - COLOR - A PERIOD CF LIT><:f:..\ ::-_, ' .. 
POLITICAL REVOLUTI ONS . DRAifAT I7.ED s-.;::.-.:;-:':i . 
FROM BURflJS, 'tJORDSWGRTH , COL-:mIDGE , EL.\K::' , --~ -
RON , SHELLEY, l(li;ATS AND SCCJrT Rli.:VEAL Tl-IE =~~-
DIVIDUALITY A1D INDEPENDENCE OF SPIRIT C'? 
ENGLAND I S ROMANTIC WRITERS . 
40 MINUTES - B /W - FAITHFUL RENDERI~G ~F 
SHAKESPEARE ' S TIMELESS LOVE STOFi.Y E\JAC'T"S0 - · 
JOHN BARRYNORE, LESLIE HO'•JARD A !IJD "JC',W.A ~ ... 
AMIDST THE SPLENDOR OF RENAISSANCE I':' -\L' . . 
INCLUDES DUEL SCENE , DEATH SCENE , FRI..:.~ 
LAWRENCF. 1 S CELL AND FLASHES 0F Ci-. · :iL~- rv:r · 
FAMILY FEUD. 
~ - Dl?4.MATI7.PiG EVE'ITS I"J THE LI:-
STUDENT AND OTHER MEMBERS OF A COLU<:r;::-: -
CLASS , THE PILM SHOWS HOW TO CHOOSI<: LA"\"; -: . 
THAT CLEARLY STATES AN IDt;;A , IS APPR0F'RI;.':" 




LA NG UAG E A Fi'i"3 ,nn '."' l(TLT ,J ( C(WT 1 D) 
SEA , THE: BACKGfiGU'.® FOR 
LITERATURE 
SPIRIT OF ROME , THE 
STORI ES 
WRITING A GOOD PAR.AGF.AFH 
OOMFREHENSION SKILLS 
11 '.•1INUTES - COLOR - A sur.vr.:Y I'lC:LllOI'JG D11A-
IATIC r.xCERFTS F'ROr· "THE 1UM"i:: OF THF. Al\JCENT 
Iv.ARINER, " "CROSSING THE BAR , 11 "TWO YEARS 
BEFORE TH"i<: -1AST ," "TIIB J 0URT\SALS OF CAPT \I'J 
COOK , II "TRK\SURE I SLAND 1 II A'ID 
11MOBY DICK. II 
'30 MINUTES - COLOR - HUMA \1ITIES SERIES . ' ·'JUT-
TEN BY TH"S 1 R.I7.E- 1tJINT\SI'~G N0VELTST , MR . CHARL-:S 
BELL, THIS IS A\J TMAG I'iATrv-:._: RF.:CB-:ATTOT\1 OF THE 
GTTA"IDEUR THAT WAS ROME . FEATURSS DRAMA.T IC 
SCENES FROf' SHAKr.:SPEARE 1S JULIUS CAESAR AND 
SHAW' S CAESAR A'JD CLl<.:OPATRA . 
13 MINUTES - CGI.DR - T~ACHF.S STIIDV OF D:SVEL-
OPMENT OF FLOT , CHARACTERS /\ 'ID ~ETTDJG A \TD 
I '.'ITER.PRETATIO'•J C'F VARIC'US TYFES OF STYLES . 
~XAMPIES T AKSN f.ROM THE 11THE G0LD BUG" THE 
STRANGE CASE r'F DR. JEKYLL AN'D MR . HYDS7°" 
"THE Ai.ffiITIOUS GUEST," AND OTHER FAMC'US ST0RIES. 
11 MINUTES - COLOR - c r ·1rH'Jct;S LIVE C A.RT()()!'J 
PHOTOGRt'.fHY, ST ILL PHCYI'0GRA PHY, A ND 'l'!ORDS 0\1 
THE SCRES'J "'(' SHOl-1' US HOW TO DEVF.LOP PARAGRAPHS 
LC.GICALLY PY llSI \JG SUCH U~ITY DEVICES A.S TIME, 
SPACE , AND CC'NTHf\ST . TEACHES T-SCHT\IF'lJBS FOR 
rti.AKING SMOOTH TRANSITION FRO~f ONE PAB AGRA.PH 
TO ANOTHER . 
READING 
11 MI\1UTr.:s - crwn - Tr.:ACHES WAYS IDF.AS A.RE 
ORGANI7.ED I\fl'O PARAGRAPHS . STRE'":Sf.S THF. Il~-
PCRT ANCE OF OUTl,INI\JG . SHO':J.S THE USE OF OR-
ANIZAT IO\IAL CLUF.S IN POOKS . PRESENTS STEFS 




READ ING ( CO "IT I D) 
UNDERSTANDI NG STYLE 
VOC ABULA. RY SKILLS 
v/E DISCOVER THE DICTIONARY 
DEAD RIGHT 
DRIVE DEFENSIVELY 
11 MINUTES - COLOR - A WRITF.R 1 S PURPOSE, 
CHOICE OF LITERARY FORM At-fD CHARACTERISTIC 
LANGUAGE PATTER"JS ALL ARE PART OF HIS STYLE ••• 
TO SHOW HOv! AN AUTHOR' SSTYLE REFIECTS hIS 
PERSONALITY AND HOW AWARENESS OF STYLE 1<.:NRICHES 
READING . 
11 f.~I "JUTES - c r LOR - DESIGNED TO nr.:vE·...op A 
DESIRE TO I1v'PROV...: I'JADEQUACIES m VOCABULARY, 
THIS FILM SUGnESTS SP~CTFIC VOCABULARY-BUILl'-
ING SKJLLS Ai<ID EXERCIS~S WHICH ARE SH01•."J TC' 
PRODUCE SIG"JIFICANT RESULTS . 
11 MINUTES - COLOR - A PROBLEM I\J LETT.;;R-
WRI T ING INTRC'DUCES THE PRACTICAL APPLICAT I0"JS 
OF THE DICTIO"JARY - PJSPELLI~G, FRONOl.NCI.'.\TIO 
AND WORD DEFPJITION. THE FILM 1<;XPLAPl:::; USS OF 
DICTIONARY TABS, GUIDE WORDS , DIJ\CRITICAT. MARKS. 
SEVERAL FIELDS I\J WHICH THBY MAY BE USED ARE 
PRESENTED . 
SAFETY 
10 MI NUTES - COLOR - PPA',ir, "J"S'·T rTL" Fr,~ : .. r:·::._-
PEDF.STRIA "JS . ~MPHASIZRS S \ F'r;: HI ACT TCF.S ~ 'JD p-;;_ 
SPONSIBIT.ITIES ADULT PEDESTRI ANS MUST ASSUME 
FOR THEIR O',v'J SARETY . 
11 rnwT..;s - COLOR - DE~l()\JSTP I\TES DEFENSI'~ 
DRIV ING . SHC''.'ISHOW A GOCD DRIVER MUST AI\JTICI -
F'ATE AND RECOG'UZE THE MISTAKES OF nTHER 
DRIVERS . ILLUSTRATES CORRECT REACTIONS IN 
SITUATIONS ';JHF:RE DANGER EXI STS. STREss-:..:s I'-'-




SAFETY (CONT 1 D) 
EMERGENCIES IN THE MAKING 
FIRE PREVENT ION 
FREEWAY DRIVING IS DIFFERENT 
STAY ALIVE 
BEACH , THE - A RIVER OF SAND 
6595 - 14 MI'J"lITES - COLOR - FOR ADULT DRIVERS, 
TELEVISION A 'ID DRIVER EDUCATIOI\J CLASSF.S . GR0UPS 
EME:RGENCIES INTO CLASSES - THJ'\JK AHEAD, THE ffi'~l 
GUY, KIDS, FOAD COT®ITIOI\JS, i 10THER IIJ'ATURE, US . 
SHOWS HOW DIRVERS CA '\J AVOID ACC IDENT- PRDDUC ING 
SITUATIO~S. 
6606 - 14 1-'.HJUT~S - B/w - DE11()"JSTRI\T~S A IIJ' 
EFFICIENT PLA'1 CF FIRE I~SPECTIOllJ , WITH ATTEIIJ-
TION TO DA!'K}ER SPOTS IN ATTICS AND BASEr--E"JT . 
STRESSES MAKI"IG FIRE PREVE"ITIO"I A FAMILY MATTER 
IN WHICH PARE~TS A"ID CHILDRE'\J COOPERATE IN DE-
TECTING AND REMOVING FIRE HAZARDS. 
6509 - 14 1INUTES - cnwR - DRAMAT I 7F.S SPF.CIAL 
DRIVING TECHNI0UES W-::CF.S5ARY FOR SAFE USE OF 
TODAY1 S FREEWAYS , EXPRESSWAYS , TURNPIKTI:S . SH0WS 
DIFFERENCES IN HANDLING VEHICLES AT HIGH SPE~DS. 
OF GROWING VALUE AS 'iORE PITERSTATE SYSTEM 
SECTIONS ARE PLACED IN USE. 
6679 - 14 MINUTES - COLOR - DRAMATIZES THE '.'IBED 
FOR AND GREAT VALUE OF HIGH SCHOOL DRIVER EDUCA-
TION COURSES . POSITIVE IN APPROACH, IT A1\JS-t/ERS 
QUESTIONS RAISED BY THE UNIFORMED Al® BY THOSE 
OPPOSED . 
SCIENCE 
12104 - COLOR - FROM AIIJ AJIJAtYSIS OF CURRENTS 
PRODUCED BY WAVES (DOCUMENTED BY UNDBRWATER 
PHOTOGRAPHY) Al® ONE OF THE ACCUM1JLATI0NS A.IIJ'D 
DEPLETION OF THE SAJIJD ALONG JETTIES , THF. DIS-
COVERY OF THE PROIIJOUNCED MOVEMt<:NT OF SAIIJD 01\J 




SCIENCE ( CONT I D) 
BODY FIGHTS BACTERIA 
EROSION - LEVELING THE IAND 
EVIDENCE FOR THE ICE AGE 
HEART , THE - HOW IT WORKS 
HOUSE OF MAf'I 1 THE 
HUMA~ REFRODUCTION 
6564 - 17 MINUTES - B/W - THF: STORY OF THE 
NEVER- ENDil\JG BATTLE BET:·.'EEN DISEASE--PRODUCPJG 
ORGANISMS AND THE HUMAN BODY. DF.SCRIRr◄:S VARIOUS 
COUNTER BALANCES ',-.1H ICH MAN KI~ USES IN COMBATDJG 
PATHOGENIC BACTERIA AND STRESSES THE ROLES OF 
IMMUNIZATION AND HEALTHFUL LIVING. 
6442 - 14 MT!IJUTES - COLOR - LABORATORY DEW\J-
STRAT IONS AND NATURAL PHCT.l'OGRAPHY SHOW PROC"SSSES 
OF WEATHERING , EROSION & DF.POSITIO~J Qi:' TIOCK 
MATERIALS , TELLS HOW CONST A \JT MOVEMENT OF ROCK 
DEBRIS FROM HIGH PLACES TOWARD THE SEAS MAKES 
THE IAND IEVEL . EXPLAP-JS HOW SCIENTISTS FIND 
EVIDENCE OF THE PROCESS . 
6441 - 19 ~I~UTES - COIDR - GLACIAL MORAI~ 
DEPOSITS , POLISHED , STRIATED ROCK, STRAY BOULD-
ERS AND ABANDONED DRAINAGE CHANNELS, CO:-,JTRA STI",G 
SHARPLY WITH TODAY I S LA ~SC APES , ARE OFFERED AS 
EVIDENCE THAT AN ICE AGE DID EXIST. STUDY OF 
THESE ANOMALIES REVEALS THE SIZE & SHAPE CF A 
PREHISTORIC ICE SHEET . 
3202 - 11 MI ~ TES - B/W - ILLUSTRATES STRUC-
TURE AND F'U' !CT IOIIJS OF THE HE ART , IT PARTS A:® 
THE FIDv.' OF BOLOOD THOOUGH THE HF.ART . IT I:-.n''2:R-
PRETS METHODS FOR TESTil\JG OR EXAMINil\JG THE 
HEART AND SHOWS ~ME STARTLI\JG FACTS ABOUT ITS 
WORK LOAD . 
6'301 - 17 MINUTES - COLOR - REV1<.:ALS THE 
WASTE C'F RESCURCES Tl\J CI'rISS, W00DLANDS, FAR;-' -
LANDS - POLLUTION OF RIVER WATERS AND OF THE 
AIR . CONTRASTS PROGRESS THROUGH '.-vASTEFUL 
METHODS WITH I 'ITELLI GENT PRESERVA.TICN OF' R;;;SC-UE-
CES . 
6617 - 21 MINUTES - COLOR - A FACTUAL· FTLM ( 
THE HUMAN REPRODUCTJVF. SYSTEMS AND ON THE FR, -
r.Ess OF NORMAL HUMAN BIRTH. MnDELS Al'-JD A~JI -
MATED Df/ A'IT 'JGS ARE USED TO DESCRIDE n r. A';ATC" 
A:-JD PHYSTOLOCY r,p TI-IE RF:PRflDUCTIVE ORGA\JS OF 
MEN AND V.OMEN . 
-25-
SCIENCE (CONT I D) 
IMMUNIZATION 
IMPROVING AMERICA'S HEALTH 
HEASURING AND TESTING THINGS 
ONE AGAINST THE WORLD 
ORIGINS OF WEATHER 
PERCEPTION 
3204 - 11 MINUTES - B/W - SHOWS PREPARATIGN 
AND USE OF VACCINE FOR SMALLPOX, PNEUMONIA Nm 
DIPHTHERIA. EXPLAINS WHAT IMMUNIZATION rs A~ 
HOW IMMUNITY TO INFECTIOUS DISEASE$ rs ATTAINED: 
THROUGH ACTUAL ILLNESS AS WELL AS THROUGH 
VACCINES. 
3205 - 11 MINUTES -~OWR - AMERICA'S HEALTH 
TODAY HAS GREATLY IJ.fPROVED SI'.ll'CE THE TUR."J OF 
THE CENTURY. THIS SHOvlS HOW EXP ANDED HF.ALTH 
AND MEDICAL SERVICES HAVE INCRBASED LIFE EXPEC-
TANCE THROUGH OONQUEST OF COMMUNICABLE DISEASES 
AND POINTS OUT HiPORT ANCE . OF EDUCATION AND I N-
DIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY. 
6410 - 14 MINUTES - COWR - INTRODUCES PUPILS 
TO SCIENTIFIC METHOD OF INVESTIGATIO~ AS A 
YOUNG FISHERMAN DETERMIJ\JES THE BEST KIND OF 
FISHLINE FOR HIS PURPOSES . DEMONSTRATES HOW 
CONTROLS ARE SET UP , TEST MATERIALS USED, 
ACCURATE MEASURES TAKEN TO INSURE RELIABLE 
RESULTS. 
3219 _. 11 MINUTES - B/W - COURAGEOUS 
DR. EPHRAIM McDOWELL DEFIES PROFESSIONAL RIDI-
CULE AND PUBLIC PROTEST TO PERFORM THB WORLD 1 S 
FIRST MAJOR OPERATION ON A HUMAN BEING, THUS 
BE.GINNING MODERN SURGERY. 
6413 - 13 MINUTES - COWR - LIVE PHOTOGRAPHY 
AND COWRFUL ANIMATION SHOW HOW THE EARI'H IS 
PROTECTED FROM EXTREMES OF HEAT AND COLD BY THE 
THIN LAYER OF ATMOSPHERE SURROUNDING IT, EXPLAIN 
HOW MOVING MASSES OF AIR DISTRIBUT SUN I S HBAT 
AND HOW COLD AND WARM FRONTS CAUSE WEATHER 
CHANGES . 
6656 - 17 Mit\JUTES - B/W - PRESENI'S THE THEORY 
THAT HUMAN PERCEFTIO~ rs NOT MERELY A SENSING 
OF STIMULI BUT rs A SET OF EXTREMELY ELABORATE 
PROCESSES THROUGH WHICH WE ORGANIZE OUR SENSORY 
IMPRESSIONS INTO CLEAR, USABLE, MEANINGFUL 




SCIENCE (CONT ' D) 
ROCKS THAT FORM ON THE 
EARTH'S SURFACE 
ROCKS THAT ORIGINATE UNDF.GROUND 
SCIENCE AND T:Ex;HNOLCGY 
SEASONAL CHANGES IN PLAlfI'S 
SOUNDS IN THE SEA 
STORY OF ALFRED NOBEL, THE 
6444 - 16 MINUTES - COLOR - TELL3 ·1,-::zr.r~ ~·;:;·.: -
MENTARY ROCKS COME F'ROM WHAT THEY t.,fe MU'E t-F 
AND HOW THEY ARE FORMED. EXPLORES WAYS $80I -
MENTS ARE PRODUCED , TRA1SPORTED , ACCUMULATED 
AND HARDENED INTO SEDIMENTARY ROCK BY PROCESSES 
WHICH CAN BE OBERVED ON LAND AND IN SHALLOW 
WATER. 
12194 - 1.6 MINUTES - OOLOR - SI"SC3 IG~0US 
AND METAMORPHIC ROCK5 ARE ~OT FRCOOCED BY SUR~ACE 
PROCESSES. THE FILM SUGGESTS THEY MUST BE 
FORMED WITHIN THE SARTH ' S CRUST . CO~DITIO~S 
WITHIN THE ROCK ARE CQ.1POSED OF INI'ERGROWN CRYS.:. 
TALLINE MINERAL GRAINS . 
6669 - 16 MINUTES - COLOR - SHO:JS HO,,l SCIENTISTS 
WORK AND TRACE THE DEVELOPMENT OF THEIR METHOD 
TO THE ORI GINS OF MODERN EXPERIMENTAL SCIENCE, 
SOME 400 YEARS AGO . EXAMINES THE BASIC BELI'W 
OF SCIENCE THAT ~ATURE IS RATIONAL A~ ORDERLY 
AND EXPLORES TW. ANCIENT ROOTS OF THIS BELIEF . 
3029 - 11 MINUTES - COLOR - ~XFLAI~S WHY AND 
HOW PLANTS CHA~E \'JITH THE S~ASO'.JS , USI~G TYPI-
CAL EXAMPLES OF A~ALS, BIEE~ALS AND PEREN'HALS 
AS ILLUSTRATIONS. 
6 502 - 15 MINUTES - COLOR - DEVELOPMEVI' OF THE 
HYDROPHONE REVEALED A NEW WORLD OF SOOND UNDER 
THE SEA. SHOWN ARE THE PORPOSE, SHRIMP AND A 
VAS°r VARIETY OF UNDERWATER CR~ATURES INDENTIFI-
ABLE BY THEIR UNIC'UE SOUNDS. THIS FILM IS A 
CHALLANGE FOR FURTHER MARINF. LIFE RF.S~ARCH. 
1250 - 11 MINUTES - B/W - THE EXPERIMENTS AND 
RESEARCH WHICH mo TO ~OBEL' s INVENTION OF DY-
NAMITE . HIS DISMAY AT ITS DF.STRUCTIVE USE Iij 
WAR AND THE DECISION TO LEAVE HIS FORTUNE TO THE 





SCIENCE ( CONT'D) 
STRESS 
TIME , LINES AND EVENTS 
TREES: HOW WE IDENTIFY THEM 
UNDERSTA~ING CUR EARTH : 
ROC KS AND MINERALS 
WAVES ON WATER 
WHAT MAKES CLOUDS? 
3234 - 11 MINUTES - B/W - DR. HANS 5ELYE OF THE 
UNIVERSITY OF MONTREAL DISCUSSES HIS REVOLU-
TIC"JARY THFJ1RY OF STRF.SS . HE ~XPLAINS THE 
NATURE OF "STRESS" AS A GENERAL ALARM REACTION 
THIDUGH THE PITUITARY AND ADRENAL GLANDS SET 
OFF BY A"J ATTACK SUCH AS DISEASE, I"JJURY, MENTAL 
STRAIN. 
6687 - 19 MINUTES - COLOR - A TIME LINF. IS 
DRA\:l"J PJ THIS ANIMATED FILM TO SHOW HO'·' PAc;T 
EVfflTS AR.'S RELATED TO EACH (YJ'HER AND TO THE 
PRESENT l\ 'ID FUTURE. ON A LIITT: WHICH REPRESENTS 
THE WHOLE EARTH'S HISTORY, THE TP.1E SINCE MA'J 
FIRST EXISTED I S SHO'.-N TO BE A TTNY SEGW<NT . 
108 - 11 ~,'INUTES - COLOR - Sf-TOWS H0'J TO IDF:'-J. 
TIFY TREES FY SHAPE , BARK, L~AIRS AND FRUIT , 
EXPLAI"JING DIFFERE~CES BETWEE"J DICIDurus AND 
EVERGREF."J TREES. SUGGF.STS .\CTIVITES Tr' ''0TI-
VATE STUDENT INTERSST IN TREES. 
101 - 11 MI"JUTES - COLOR - T11E THREE CLASSES 
OF R0CKS - I GE"J0US, SEDJMENT!\RY AND META''0RPHIC-
ARE RELATED TO THE NATURAL C("-JDITIO"J5 TH 4T PRO-
DUCE THEM . THE VARIOUS USBS OF ROCKS t.ND 'iH~-
ERALS IN THEIR NATURAL STATE ARE EXPLAIIIJED. 
6439 - 16 MI!IJUTES - COLOR - LARGE EXP~RIMENTAL 
TANKS ARE USED TC' SHOW WA VE REFRACT TO"J, SH01'1'S 
THAT THOUGH WAVE F C'RMS TRAVEL, THE 1:vATt.;R DOF.S 
NOT MOVE. DOCUMENT ARY EVIDENC-i.: PRO~S THE SEIS-
l1IC SEA ':JAVES WHICH CROSSED THE PACIFIC I"J 
APRIL, 1946, WERE ASSOCIATED WITH A"J UNDERGR0U"JD 
EARTHOUAKE "JEAR ALEUTIAN. 
6416 - 19 MINUTES - COLOR - EVAPORATJO"J A'JD 
TRA~SPIRATION ARE EXPLAINED AS SC'URCF.S OF I~-
VISIBLE 1,JATER VAPOR WHOSE F.XISTENCF. ALCWB DC'7 S 
NOT CAUSE CLOUDS . AN EXPF.RTW.ITT \'!ITH CONCr..NSA.-
TION FRODUCES FOG 11 A BOTTLE . THE FILM CO'J-
CLUDES ¼'ITH A 'J INVESTIGATION OF HOW C0~DEN5ATIQij 
OCCURS IN ~ATURE • 
• 
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SCIENCE (CONT 1D) 
WHAT MAKES THE WIND BI.OW? 
WHY DO WE STill HAVE MOUNTAINS? 
WHY EXPLORE SPACE? 
6437 - 19 MINUTES - COLOR - STEP- BY- STEP 
SEARCH FOR CAUSE OF SEA BREEZE AT THE EEO.CH 
INVOLVES TRIAL OF SEVERAL POSSIBLE CAUSF.S 'WITH 
LAB MODELS . THEN DOUBLE-CHECKING IN NATURE 
SITUATIONS , PRI~CIPLES ESTABLISHED ARE USED TO 
FIND CAUSE OF A VIOLENT WIND STORM . LARGER AIR 
MOVEMENTS ARE ALSO EXPLAINED . 
12105 - 20 MINUTES - COLOR - CONSIDERS THE 
SEEMING PARADOX THAT EROSION SHOULD LO~G AGO 
HAVE CARRIED AWAY ALL THE LA~D ABOVE SEA LEVEL 
DOWN INTO THE OCEANS. EXPLORES SEVERAL METHODS 
OF MOUNTAIN FORMATION AND EXAMINES EVIDENCE . 
ASs:>CIATED WITH UPLIFT OF THE EARTH 'S CRUST . 
6421 - 16 MINUTES - COLOR - F~ATURING THE 
DOCUMENTED HISTORIC FLIGHT OF JOHN GLEN"J , THIS 
DISCUSSED SUCH QUESTIONS AS: WH 4T ARE THE 
VALUES OF SPACE RESEARCH? HOW DOES IT RELATE 
TO WORLD PROBLEMS? WHAT ARE THE GOALS OF 
SCIENCE? HOW WILL NEW KNOWLEDGE CHANGE OUR 
LIVES'l 
SOCIAL STUDIES - GENERAL 
AGE OF SPECIALIZATION , THE 
AGE OF THE ATOM (1935-1945) 
6555 - 11 MINUTES - B/W - CONTRASTS WHAT A 
FARMER, SHOEMAKER, STOREOWNER AND COUNTRY 
OOCT0R DID IN 1900 TO THE MULTITUD1 OF W.W 
SPECIALISTS AND MACHINES OF TODAY. WE SEF. RADI-
CAL GROWfH IN PRODUCTION, CCMMU~ICATIONS AND 
TRANSPORTATION. 
12196 - 10 MINUTES - COLOR - ATOMIC AND NUCLF.:!.R 
PHYSICS, THE AGE OF CHEMISTRY; PLASTICS, RAYON, 
NYI.DN ; PENICILLIN, ANI'IBIOI'ICS; 1919; POLAND , 
FINLAND, DENMARK, NORWAY, FRANCE , HOLLAND , 
BELGIUM , PEARL HAm0R; DDiOCRACY FIGHTS BACK ; 
GERMANY SURRENDERS; THE U. ij . , THE ATOMIC BOMB ; 
AMERICA AND THE WORLD. 
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SOCIAL STUDIES - GENERAL (CONT 1 D) 










6290 - 11 MINUTFS - COI.OR - THIS FILM IS DE-
SIGNED TO CREATE AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE CO~-
CEPT OF "LIBERTY" AND THE IMPORT A~ ROLE IT 
PLAYED IN THE FOUNDING AND DEVELOPM»IT OF OUR 
COUNTRY. 
6110 - 14 MINUTES - COI.OR - WITH ACTUAL LOCA-
TIONS AND DRAMATIZED EVENTS , THE HISTORY OF 
OUR NATIONAL FLAG IS REVIEWED . VARIOUS EARLIER 
AMERICAN FLAGS, BEGI~ING WI TH TH"R; ROYAL FLAG 
OF SPAIN, BROUGHT BY COLUMBUS, ARE SHOWN . HOW 
THE AMERICAN FLAG WAS FIRST DESIGNED AND PUT 
TO USE IS DESCRIBED. 
3171 - 11 MINUTES - COI.OR - SHOWS THAT THE 
BEGINNINGS OF LITERATURE IN THIS COUNTRY TOOK 
FORM OF PRACTICAL, USEFUL DOCUMENTS, REFLECTING 
THE HARD PI ONEER LIFE AND SETTLER'S DEEP RELI-
GIOUS FAITH. WE SEE HOW COLONIAL LITBRATURE 
INSPIRED LATER AMERICAN WRITERS. 
3172 - 11 MITIJUTES - COLOR - THE FI RST R~AL 
LITERATURE OF AMERICA IS PRESENTED HERE IN THE 
WRITINGS OF FRENEAU, BRYANT , IRVI 'IJG , AND COC'P'SR, 
WHO FOUND THEIR SUBJECTS IN TH'S "JATURAL BEAUTY, 
FOLK LEGENDS , HUMOR AND TRADIT IO"'JS WHICH WERE 
CHARACTERISTICALLY AMERICAN. 
31 73 - 11 MITIJUTES - COLOR - THE SOCIAL AND 
ECONOMIC PROBIEMS OF THE INDUSTRIAL ADVANCE I~ 
AMERICA FORM THE BACKGROUND FROM WHICH THE 
REALISTS EMERGED. DISCUSSES WRITINGS OF SINCLftlt 
DREISER, GARLAND, CRANE , LONDON, TARKI~GTON , 
LEWIS AND ASSOCIATES REALISM WITH PRESENT- DAY 
WRITERS. 
~174 - 11 MINUTES - COIDR - FRGM THIS PF.RIGO 
MERGED SOME OF THE MOST TMPASSWNED PLi:;:As FOR 
THE NATURAL RIGHTS OF MANKIND EV,;:R r RODUCED RY 
A PEOPLE. THE FEELING, DEPI'H AND BEAUTY OF 
MANY OF THESE POLITICAL DOCUMENTS RAISE THE!" TO 




SOCIAL STUDIES - GEVERAL (CO"J'I' 1 D) 
AMERICAN LITERATURE: 
~,'ESTWARD MOVEME NT 
ANGEL OF MERCY 
ARE YOU A GOOD CITIZEN 
ATHENS- THE GOLDEN AGE 
AUTOMATION 
AlITOf,'.ATION - THE NEXT REVOLUTION 
3175 - 11 MINUTES - COLOR - SH0' ·JS HOW THE 
PEDPLE AND Tl-fEf'lti',SE OF THE Hl<.:ST\·JARD MOVEMENT l-!A~ 
SERVED AS A SOURCE OF MATERIA LS FOH '1'Rrrr.::Rs FRC'M 
THE EARLY 19TH CENTURY TO THE PffG_:~:ENT . CHARAC-
TERIST IC SCT<NES OF THF. MOVEMEIIJT .\RE CC'MBT'R: 
WITH ouar AT IONS FROM 1/1.0RKS OF POB:'l'S , HISTORIANS , 
ETC . 
3176 - 10 MINUTES - B/W - A BICGRAPHY OF 
CLARA BARTON, BEGIN'HNG h'ITH HER '.rORK WITH THE 
WOUNDED DURING THE CIVIL WAR . HER STRUGGLES 
AND ULTIMATE VICTORY IN ESTABLISHING TIIB AMERI-
CAN RED CHOSS AS A P !\RT OF THE INTERNATICNAL 
ORGANIZATION. 
3178 - 11 MINUTES - COI.DR - MR. HEI~MA"J HAS 
JUST BEE"J CHOSF.N TO PRE.SIDE rv-:R THE "CITIZE'J-
SHIP DAY" CELERRATIO:-.J . 'IB DI<sC('VEfl ',THY HF. IS 
CONSIDERED A GOC'D CITIZEIIJ, ARE PJTRODUCED TO A 
CHECK- LIST OF CJTJ7,EIIJSH1P BSSS"JTIALS , L~ARN 
APPREC I I\TI01\J GF THE R0LF.: ClF D'8'-,0CRATIC DJSTI-
TUTIONS . 
12111 - 30 MINUTES - COI.DR - HUMA'HTIES SBRIES . 
CHARLES KAH'.'J GIVES A"-I A"JSWE:R TC' TH-;;; EVER- RE-
CURRI"JG Cl)i;;"TIO"J : HHY IS FJF1'H CENTURY ATH'S"JS 
CONSIDERED RY t-1ANY TO HAVE f1li;~N TITT M0 ST CIVIL-
IZED srCIETY THAT HAS YET EXISTED? 
4003t - 8~ MI NUTES - B~J - ~XPLQR:;.:s THE MANY 
POOB EMS ONNECTED WIT THE REVr'LUTimI ARY DE-
VSI.DPMENT OF AUTOMATION AND SHO\'IS AUTOt:.ATICNAL 
';JORK IN Dozmrs OF INDUSTRI'SS RAIIJGI:--JG FROM AVI-
,\TION TO BAKING . 
i:?197 - 28 MJ IIJUTF.S - R/vl - DISCUS~F.S POTF.NT IAL-
ITIES AND B ANGERS ACCOMl' A~ITTNG THF. fi A 1 ID GROWTH 
OF MACHHJE U.GnR. I'.'JCLUD'SS J"JTERVIr.:Ws 1,rJTH 
SECRETARY OF LABOR, WILLARD WIRTZ AND ('(['HTi;RS . 
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BASIC COURT PROCEDURES 
BIG PUSH WEST , THE 
BOOM OR BUST (1925-1935) 
CAPITOL, THE 
CHANGING CITY, THE 
CITIZENSHIP AND YOU 
6560 - 13 MINUTES - COLOR - TWO STUDENTS LEARN 
THE FUNCTION OF THE COURTS AND HOW CUR LAW 
OPERATES. MANY SPECIALIZED LE.GAL TERMS ARE 
CLEARLY DEFINED AND THE R0LES OF VARIOUS COURT-
ROOM PERSONALITIES ARE SHOWN. THE Fil.M ...:XPLAT~S 
THE FUNCTION' OFA JUDICIAL SYSTEM IN A DEMOCRACY. 
12199 - 30 MINUTES - COLOR - CON0UEST OF THE 
WEST FLOWS FROM PITTSBURG ON A STREAM OF STEEL; 
LINKING OF THE CONTI~NT, DISAPPEARANCE OF THE 
BUFFAID, INDIAN' S DEFEAT; CATTLE KING RULES; 
BIG DRIVE OUT OF TEXAS, GREAT WHITE RUIN , HOME-
STEADERS; STEEL-FACED FLOW, BARBED WIRE, WAR 
ON THE RANGE. 
12200 - 30 MINUTES - COLOR - AMERICA'S ISOLA-
TI0N; HIGH TARIFF, PLIGHT OF THE FARvr◄:R VS. 
"GOLDEN TWENTIES" - THE M:"'JDEL T, RADIO, REFRIG-
ERhTORS, VACUUM CIEANERS , SKYSCRAPERS; LIN'DY 
FLIES ATLANTIC NON-STOP , MARKET CRASHES HERBERT 
HOOVER; JAPAN GERMANY; HITLER AND ROOSEVELT 
EACH LEADS A NATION . 
12317 - 30 MINUTES - COLOR - PRESENTS HIS-
T0RICAL EVOLUTION OF THE CAPITOL BUILDING, 
IMPORTANT EVENTS WHICH HAVE OCCURRED THERE, 
AND TELLS HOW SOME OF THE DAY-TO- DAY GOVERNING 
OF OUR NATION IS CONDUCTED FROM ITS MAJOR 
CHAMBERS. NEWREELS COVER IMPCRTANT JOINT 
SESSIONS OF CONGRESS. 
6567 - 16 MINUTES - COLOR - ANIMATED MAPS SHOW 
HISTORICAL PATTERN OF URBAN GROwrH THRnUGH oo: 
19TH CENTURY TO THE CENTRAL CITIES ARE CONSID-
ERED. DESCRIBES ECONOMIC , snCI AL AND CULTURAL 
ADVANTAGES CF CITY RESPONSIBLE FOR ITS ENORMOUS 
GROWfH. 
6571 - 13 MINUTES - COLOR - IARRY KB ITH MUST 
COMPLETE A LIST OF THE RECUISITES OF GCDD CITI-
ZE~SHIP FOR A CIVICS ASSIGNME~. HE DISCUSSES 
THE LIST WITH HIS FA.THER, DISCOVERING THAT HE, 
A HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT NCTI' OLD ENOUGH TO VOTE, 
HAS MANY OPPORTUNITIF.S TO RE A GOOD CITIZEN. 
COLONIAL AMERICA IN THE 
18TH CENTURY 
COMMUNICATIOO : STORY OF 
ITS DEVELOPMENT 
COMMUNITY GOVERNMENTS: 
HOW THEY FUNCTION 
COMMUNITY HEALTH & YOU 
CQ.tMUNITY HEALTH IS UP TO YOU 
CONSTITUTION, THE (1787) 
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6574 - 17 ~INUTES - COIDR - n~~CRIBES 
COLONIAL LIFE IN AMERICA I ~ THE 75 YEARS 
PRECEDING THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR. DISCUSSES 
THE EVOLUTION OF OUR POLITICAL SYSTEM, LAWS , 
SOCIAL CUSTOMS AND ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES. 
11 MINUTES - COLOR - 3186 - PRESE'ITTS MILESTONES 
IN THE HISTORY OF THE TRANSMISSIO~ OF SPOKEN 
AND WRITTEN LANGUAGE . THE PROGRES~ WHICH ENAB-
LES US TO SEND MESSAGES OVER GREATER DISTANCES 
AT INCREASED SPEEDS IS EMPHASIZED . VIEWS OF 
THE EI.ECTRIC TELffiRAPH A ND FIRST BROADCAST ARE 
SHOWN. 
6576 - 13 MINUTES - COLOR - DISCUSSES ADVANTA-
GES AND DI SADVAN~hGES OF THE ~AYOR-COUNCJL, CITY 
MANAGER, AND COMMISJON F0RMS OF GOVERNMNEI' . 
TEACHETiS THAT ACTIVE FARTICIPATIO~ OF THE PEOPLE 
AND THEIR COOP:&IATION I ~ SOLVING PROBLEMS OF 
IDCAL GOVER'JMENT ARE INTffiRAL FARTS OF COMMUNITY 
PROORESS. 
3187 - 10 MI'ruTES - B /W - SHOWS THE ROLE 
PLAYED BY THE AVERAGE HEALTH DEPARTMENT I~ 
MAINTAINING AMERICA 'S HIGH ST AWARD OF LIVI~. 
THROUGH PROTECTION OF WATER A1'JD FOOD FROM CON-
TAGIOUS DISEASES, ENFORCit-JG RIGID STANDARDS OF 
CLEANLINESS, THESE DEPARTmNTS PRITTECT COMMUNITY 
HEALTH. 
6577 - 18 MINUTES - B/W - TEACHES THE RESPON-
SIBILITY OF THE INDIVIDUAL CITIZE~ FOR MAKING 
SURE HIS COMMUNITY ' S HEALTH FACILITIES ARE 
ADEQUATE AND SH0WS THE VALUE OF Th'E COMMUNITY ' S 
HEALTH COUNCIL IN HELPING TO ACCOMPLISH THIS. 
A DRAMATIC EXAMPIE OF A CI TIZEN ' S PARTI CIPATIO~ 
IS PROVIDED . 
12209 - 30 MINUTES - COLOR - THE CONSTITUTIONAI 
COi~NTION , BENJAMIN FRANKLIN , GEORGE WASHI~Gre 
JAMES MONROE, EDMUND RA~DOLPH , GEORGE MASO~; 
REPRESENT AT IVE GOVERNMENT ; THE CHIEF EXRCUTr.~ , 
THE BALANCE OF POI-JER, CONGRESS, THE SUPREME 
COURT, A BILL OF RIGHTS. 
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CONSTITUTION . THE: GUARDIAN 6578 - 20 MINUTES - COLOR - DISCUSSES OUR 
OF LIBERTY CONSTITUTION, EXPLAINING THE ORIGIN AND SIG-
NIFICANCE OF OUR CIVI L RI G!-ITS AND LIBERTI ES . 
CONSTI TUTION a THE: ONE 40037 - 60 MINUTES - COLOR - THREE TIMES BEFO~ 
NATION INDIVISIBLE THE CIVIL WAR, IN THE NOR.TH AS WELL AS I'J THE 
SOUTH , THE UNION rs I'J JE0PARDY; ONLY FOUR Y,.:~RS 
OF WAR AND THE DEATH OF £00,000 AMERICANS DECID~ 
WHETHER THE CONSTITUTIO~ IS THE LAW OF A NATION 
WHICH IS IN FACT "INDIVISIBLE . " 
CONSTITUTION , THE: WITH 40038 - 60 MINUTES - COLOR - THE U. S. SUPREMS 
LIBERTY FOR ALL COURT PRCJrECTS THE RIG!-ITS OF AMERI CANS UNDER 
THE CO~STITUTION; CIVIL VS. MILITARY AUTHORITY, 
THE 14t h AND 19th AMEITT)MENI'S, LABOR lmIONS, 
FREEDOM OF RELIGION; DUE PROCESS OF LAW. ACTUA~ 
CONSTITUTI ONAL CASES AS ARGUED BEFORE THi._: COURT . 
CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED ST ATES 12136 - 22 MINUTES - COLOR - DRAMATIZES THE 
CONDITION ,-IHICH LED TO THE DEMAND FOR A STRO'lGER 
FEDERAL GOVERmIB~, THE EVET-ITS LEADING TO TH,;_; 
CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION, MAJOR DEVELOPME'TI'S 
IN THE WORK OF THE CONVENTION, THE UITT)ERLYING 
PRINCIPIES EMBODIED IN THE CONf.TITUTION At-ID 
RATIFICATION. 
CRIME IN CITIES 12211 - 30 MINUTES - B/W - COMPARES SECURIT! 
OF AFFLUEITT RESIDENT OF "PATIO GARDENS" TO 
PERPETUAL FEAR AMONG RESPECTABLE ELEMENTS OF 
HARLEM. SUGGESTS RELATIONSHIP BE'J'l·JEEN PREJUDIC? 
AND CRIME AND EFFECTS OF THIS PROBLEM ON CIVII"i:. 
RIG!-ITS MOVEMENT . SURVEY PLACES CURRENT "CRIME 
WAVE" I~ PERSPECTIVE. 
CRIMINAL J USTICE IN U , S. 12318 - COWR - STUDY OF GAP BETWEEN IDEALS 
AND REALITIES OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE . REVI4'.vS 
CASES OF TWELVE CONVICTED MEN LATER PROVED 
INNOCENT . PROVIDES INSIG!-IT INTO OCCASIONAL 
MISCARRIAGE OF JUSTICE IN THE U.S . TODAY. A 
STUDY OF "OUR LIVING BILL OF RIG!-ITS" Ih.1 EFFEC-
TIVI CONTEXT . 
• 
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DEBT TO THE P AEn 6583 - 21 MINUTES - COLOR - GIVES AN OVERVIEW 
OF THE PAST AS A RICH AND COWRFUL LEGACY - SF 
LANGUAGE, AGRICULTURE , SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS , 
ARCHITECTURE , COl'-o/iERCE, GOVER~NT AND LAW. 
DRAMATICALLY DEf'.'.ONSTRATES WHAT LIFE WOULD BE 
LI KE IF THESE GIFTS FROM THE PAST WERE SUDDENLY 
TAKEN AWAY. 
DECISION TO DROP THE BOMB 40039 - 88 MINUTES - B/W - REVIEWING THE PERI OD 
FROM PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT I S DEATH TO THE DETONA-
TI0N OF "LITTLE BOY" OVER HIROSHI MA , THIS IS 
CONCERNED WITH THE DECISION IN 1945 A-rfD AN 
ANALYSIS OF ITS JUEnIFICATION TWE'ffY YEARS LATER 
ACTUAL PARTICIPANTS IN THE D~CISION ARE KEY 
PRor AGONISTS. 
DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE 6?83 - 20 MINUTES - COWR - '3TORY OF' THE 
BY THE COLONIES WRITINGS AND ADOP'l'IC'N OF THE DECLARATION OF 
INDEPENDENCE. PORTRAYS DRAMATIC ALLY THE CON-
DITIONS WHICH L'fi;J) ThE AMERIC At-1 C0LO'USTS TO 
EMBARK ON A STRUGGLE FOR NATIONAL FRE'!<.::DOH. RE-
ENACTS THE STIRRING EV-:NTS OF' THE CONTit-IENTAL 
CONGRESS ' ADOPTION OF THE DECLARATION . 
EMERGENCE OF A NATION (1800-1817) 12223 - 30 MI\JUTES - COWR - THE INAUGURATION 
OF JEFFERSON, YANKEE SHIPS~ THE BATTIE WITH 
THE BAREARY FIRATES, THE LC'UISIA'J"A FURCHASE, 
THE EXPEDIT IC''J OF LB-TIS A~ CLARK , EMBARGO, 
THE WAR OF 1812. AMERICA FACES THE FUTURE ALO\i'"E, 
END OF INNOCENCE (1914-1920) 12224 - 30 MINUTES - COLOR - LOUISIANA SINKS ; 
"HE KEPT US OUT OF WAR," " OVER THERE" TRENCH 
1:1 ARF ARE, THE TANK, SUBMARINES , A I RP LANE ; THE 
LEAGUE OF NATIO~S , "BACK TO NOPJ-'ALCY;" HARDING, 
THE WORLD , THE "LOEn GENERATIO~, " THE "ROARI:IG 
20 1 S, II 
F.NGLAND: BACKGROUND FOR 3198 - 11 MINUTES - COWR - SELECTIONS FROM 
LITERATURE IMMORTAL ENGLISH WRITERS AGINST SEI'TING THAT 
INSPIRED THEM. THE MAIN AREAS WHICH THEIR \·"ORK 
REFLECT-LO'IDO'J", THE ENGLISH COUt.JTRYSIDE , THE 
SEA- ARE PORTRAYED IN KEEPI NG WITH THF. MOOD AND 
FEELI"n OF THE WRITi t-IGS THEMSELVES. 
• 
ERA OF GOOD FEELING (1817-1828) 
ERA OF THE COMMON MAN 
(1828-1848) 
FACING REALITY 
FAMILY LIFE AROUND THE WORLD 
GOVERNMENT AND LAW 
GOVERNOR 
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12227 - 30 MINUTES - COLOR - OI.D HICKORY' S 
INAUGURATION DAY; THE KITCHEN CABI"IB't ; THE 
SP OILS SYSTEM ; THR~AT OF SECESSI0N; RIVERS , 
RAILROADS, PACKET SHIPS; THE N~W IMMIGRATION, 
OPENING OF THE WEST , "MANIFEST DESTINY, " THE 
MEXICAN WAR • 
12228 - 30 MINUTES - COLOR - NEW MANUFACTURES 
AND ECONOMIC INDEPENDENCE; ANDR'EW JACKSON , 
HENRY CLAY, DANIEL WEBSTER, J OHN CALHOUN , JAMES 
MONROE; TITT AMERICAN SYSTEM; THE PROTECTIVE 
TARIFF, THE NATIONAL BANK , TRANSPORTATION. 
"NO FUTURE COLONIZATION BY ANY FOREIGt>J ••• " 
3251 - 12 MINUTES - B/W - DAYDREAMI~G, IDENTI-
FICATIO~J, SUPPRESSION AND MALING~Rit>JG ARE SOME 
i,'AYS PJ WHICH PEX'PLE TRY TO ESCAPE FRO~~ RE A..LITY 
THIS SHOWS HOW A HIGH SCHOOL B0Y IS THE VICTIM 
OF NEGAT IVE SOC IAL A'ITITUDES UNTIL A SYMPATHETI C 
I~STRUCTOR ~NCOURAGES HIM TO TALK OVER HIS 
PROBLEMS . 
6139 - 20 MI~TES - COLOR - HERE WE LJ<;ARN 
HOW FATHER, MC"l'HER AND CH I LDREN COME TCGETHER 
AND HOv-1 EACH I~ HI S OWN WAY PARI'ICIPATES IN 
THE TASKS OF PROVIDING FOOD, CLOTHit>JG AND 
SHELTER AMID A..1-J A TViOSPHERE OF COOPER AT ION AND 
MUTUAL CONCERN. WE SEE HOW SPIRITUAL BELIEFS 
BIND FAMILY TIES . 
6613 - 16 MINUTES - COLOR - SHOWS THE AMERICAN 
SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT AND LAW WAS Nar COMPLETELY 
ORIGINAL WITH THE FOUNDING FATHERS BUT SPRANG 
FROM A HERTI'AGE THOUSANDS OF YEARS OLD. EXAMP-
LES FROM THIS HERITAGE INCLUDE EGYPTIAN CENTRA-
LI ZED GOVERNMENT, GREEK DEMOCRACY, AND OTHERS 
12240 - 29 MINUTES - B/W - DESCRIBES THE 
FUNCTION OF STATE GOVERNMENT . SHOWS HOW IT IS 
RESPONSIVE TO PUBLIC NEEDS. CITES THE DUTIES 
AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF A STATE GOVERNOR. 
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GREAT WAR, THE 
HABIT PATTERNS 
HOUSE OF MAN , THE 
HOW WE ELECT OUR REPRESENTATIVES 
HUMANITIES . THE 
IMPROVI MJ AMERICA I S HEALTH 
INNOCENT YEARS I THE 
40043 - 52 MINUTES - B/W - USES ACTUAL FI LM 
FOOT AGE IN THIS DOCUMENTARY STUDY OF WORLD WAR I 
ALEXANDER SCORBY NARRATES . 
6134 - 15 MINUTES - COLOR - TWQ TEEN- A.GE GI RLS 
ILLUSTRATE HOW HABITS ARE FORMED . CONTRASTS THE 
SOCIAL AND PERSONAL ADVA~AGES RESULT ING FROM 
EARLY FORMATIO~ OF ORDERLY AND SYSTfflATIC 
DAILY HABITS TO THE U~APPY, I NADEQUATE EXIST-
ENCE OF ONW WHO HA.S FAILED TO FORY SUCH HABITS . 
6301 - 17 MINUTES - COLOR - REVEALS THE WASTE 
OF RESOURCES I~ CITIES , WOODLA~S, FARMLA~S-
POLLUTI ON OF RIVER WATERS AND OF THE A. I R. CON-
TRASTS PROGR~SS THROUGH WASTEFUL MEI'HODS WITH 
I NTELLIGENT PRESERVATION OF RE3J URCES . 
139 - 11 MINUTES - COLOR - THE FULL SfORY OF 
A TYPI CAL ELECTION; REGI STRATION , PRIMARY 
ELECTION , CAMP.UG'.'J, GENERAL ELECTION AND BALI.OT 
COUNTING . STRESSES THE H~ORT ANCE OF BEING 
WELL- INFORMED ON CA~IDATES AND I SSUES . SUCH 
MATTERS AS THE IMPACT OF TELEVISION AND USE OF 
VOTING MAC HINES ARE UP- DATED. 
12077 - 30 MINUTES - COI.OR - HUMANITIES SERIES . 
USING EXAMFLES OF LI TERATURE , PHOTOGRAPHY & 
MUSI C, CLIFTON FADIMAN INTRODUCES THE HUMANI TI ~S 
DEFINING THEM AS "MAN' S IDEAS AND FEELI~S ABOUT 
LIFE, RECORDED IN CERI'AIN DEFINI TE WAYS ••• 11 HE 
SAYS THEY DEAL WITH IDEAS AND FEELINGS "THAT 
NEVER GO OUT OF STYLE. 11 
3205 - 11 MI NUTES - COLOR - AMERI CA ' S HEALTH 
HAS GREATLY !~ROVED SINCE TH'F: TURN OF THE 
CENTURY. THIS SHOWS HOW EXPANDED HEALTH AND 
MEDI CAL SERVICES HA.VE I NCREASED LIFE EXPECT A'.'JC~· 
THROUGH CONQUEST OF COMMUNI CARµ; DI SEASES A :"'.) 
POI NTS OUT I MPORTANCE OF EDUCA'i'ION AND rnnrv:;:-:--
UAL RESPONSIBILITY. 
40046 - 52 MINUTES - B/W - USES ACTUAL FILM 
FOOTAGE IN THIS DOCUMENTARY STUDY OF AMERI CA .1.s 
SHE ENTERS THE 20TH CENTURY. AL~XANDER SCGURF. 
NARRATES. 
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SOCIAL STUDIES (CONT I D) 
INTO THE NEW WORLD (1492-1763) 
INVENTIONS I N AMERICA I S GROwrH 
J AZZ AGE, THE (1919-1929) 
JOURNEY TO YESTERDAY 
LAW AND SOCIAL COITTROI.S 
LIFE IN THE THIRTIES 
LOBSTERMAN I THE 
12244 - 10 MINUTES - COLOR - THE SPANI SH, 
FRENCH AND ENGLISH DISCOVER AND' EXPLORE; LIFE 
IN THE NEW COLONIES; PLYMOUTH , JAMESTOWN , 
PENNSYLVANIA; FRENCH FORTS IN THE WILDERW.SS , 
INDI AN NEIGHBORS, THE SI'RUGGLE FOR EMPI RE. 
3207 - 11 MINUTES - COLOR - IN 1850 AN OLD 
SETTLER RECALLS HIS FIRST SIGHTS OF THE SPIN~ING 
JENNY, COTTON GIN, STEAM ENGI~, LOCOMOTIVE, 
TELEGRAPH - INVENTIO~S OF HIS LIFETIME - AND 
REMEMBERS THE EFFECTS OF TfIBSE MACHINES ON A 
GROWING AMERI CA . AUTHENTI C MACHINES AND IDDELS 
ARE SHOWN. 
40047 - 52 MINUTES - B/W - DEPICTS LIFE IN 
AMERICA DURING THE 19201 s AN ERA KNOWN AS THE 
JAZZ AGE . FRED ALLE~ NARRATES . 
3208 - 10 MINUTES - B/W - PRSSENTS THE DIS-
COVERY OF THE CURE FOR YELLOW FEVER BY WILLI AM 
GORGAS AND THE PANAMA CANAL. 
3210 - 11 MINUTES - COLOR - THE THREE BROAD 
AREAS OF SCIAL COm'ROL- CUSTOMS , MOFAL COD~~ , 
LA\·JS - ARE ESTABLISHED . SOMB OF THE LEVELS 
OF LAW ARE EXPLAINED - LOCAL, STATE, NATIONA.L. 
THIS FILM WILL HELP DEVELOP A"J UNDERSTA"IDING OF 
THE LAW AND A SENSE OF RESFO"JSIBILITY TOWARD IT. 
40050 - 52 MINUTES - B/W - COVERS THE DEPRESS-
ION , FDR, DUST BOWL, 1936 ELECTION 11 REDZVOUS 
WITH DESTI~ , 11 AND THE RISE OF HITLER, MUSSOLIN1 
AND HIROHITO . ALEXANDER SCOURBY NARRATES. 
6631 - 18 MINUTES - B/W - A DAY P J THE LIFE ~? 
THE MAINE LOBSTERMAN, WHOSE LIVELIHOOD LIES 
20 FATHOMS DEEP IN THE ATLANTIC . FISHERMEN 
DEPENDENT ONLY ON THEIB SKILL, THE W'<:ATHER AND 
THE TIDES . A STUDY OF REGIONAL AMERICA , PHOTO-
GRAPHED AT PENOBSCOT BAY, OFF THE COAST OF 
MAINE. 
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SOCIAL STUDIES (CONT 1D) 
MAPS AND THEffi USES 
MEANING OF PATRIOTISM. THE 
MILKY WAY I THE 
NATIONAL PARKS 
NOT SO LONG AGO (1945-50) 
01 ER THE RAMPARTS WE WATCHED 
3215 - 11 MINUTES - COLOR - A VARIETY OF MAPS 
PRESENTED TO INTRODUCE THE ".!J'UDY OF SPECIAL 
SYMBOLS IN MAPS. HOW TO READ A MAP IS SHOWN BY 
DESCRIBING A SCALE OF DISTANCBS, A GRID AND 
LEGEND . THE MANY USES OF MAPS INDICATE THEIR 
IMPORTANCE IN EVERYDAY LIVING . 
6637 - 13 MINUTES - COLOR - A SERIES OF DRA-
MATIC VIGNETTES DEPI CTING AMERICAN PATRIOTS 
OF THE PAST , SHOHS THAT LAWMAKERS, SCROOL 
TEACHERS, NEWSPAPERMEN, EVEN THE ORDINARY 
HOUSEWIFE, MAY ACHIEVE I~ DIFFER.ENT WAYS THE 
UNCOMMON SERVICE TO THEIR COUNTRY THAT WE 
IDENTIFY AS PATRIOTISM. 
6412 - 14 MINUTES - COLOR - PR~SENTS THE RE-
LATIONSHIPS OF OUR SOLAR SYSTEM TO THE GALAXY 
OF WHICH IT IS A PART . TELESCOPIC PHOTOGRAPHY 
A~ ANIMATION ILLUSTRATE WHAT STARS ARE AND HOW 
THEY ARE FORMED . AN EXPANDING PICTURE OF THE 
UNIVERSE IS GAINED AS OTHER GALAXIF.'3 AND THEIR 
MOVEMENTS ARE PORTRAYED. 
6329 - 17 MINUTES - COLOR - BRIEF BUT IN-
SPIRING SCENES FROM g)ME OF OUR NATIONAL PARKS 
ENABLE THE VIB:WER TO APPRECIATE THE VA.RIRTY OF 
BEAUTY TO BE FOUND IN OUR COUNTRY. TH8 FILM 
SHOULD INCREASE THE VIEWER1 S DESIRE FOR PRE-
SERVATION OF OUR PARKS AND HI S AWARENESS OF 
HOW THEY ARE MAINTAINED. 
40051 - 52 MINUTES - B/W - PRESENTS A DOCU-
MENTARY ACCOUNT OF THE POST-WORLD WAR II PERIO:-i. 
BOB HOPE NARRATES. 
3218 - 10 MINUTES - COLOR - TEtLS HOW THE 
"STAR-SPANGLED BANNER" CAME TO BE WRITTEN . 
TRACES THE HISTORY OF THE AMERI CAN FLAG FRO?t, 
1814 6N. 
ORDEAL OF WOODROW WILSON 
OUR BASIC CIVIL RIGHTS 
OUR CHANGING FAMILY LIFE 
PILGRIM ADVENTURE, THE 
PILGRIMS , THE 
PORTRAIT OF A GENIUS 
-·· 
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SOC IAL StUDIES (CONT ' D) 
12268 - 26 MINUTES - B/W - EXAMINES REASONS 
WILSON TOOK THE NATION TO WAR, COMMENTS ON HIS 
ACTIVITIES AS A WARTIME PRESIDENT, THEN FOCUSES 
ON HIS VAIN STRUGGLE TO CREATE THE INTERNATIONAL 
MACHINERY FOR A LASTING PEACE. FEATUR~S NARRA-
TION AND PERSONAL CCMMENTARY BY HERBERT HOOVER. 
66 50 - 13 MINUTES - CC'IDR - PRESENTS BASIC 
CONCEPTS OF CIVIL RIGHTS AND DIRECTS THE CLASS 
TOWARD A DETAILED SI'UDY OF LIBERTIES WHICH ARE 
FUNDAMENTAL TO OUR SOCIETY AND DEFINED IN LAW. 
6707 - 22 MI NUTES - B/W - SHOWS A FARM FAMILY 
IN 1880 AS A CLOSELY rITEGBATED UNIT- ECONOMICA-
LLY . WE SEE HOW THE FARM FAMILY HAS BECOME 
LESS IMPORTANT AS AN ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL UNIT 
AND HOW MARRIAGE HAS BECOME EVEN MORE I MPORTANT 
I N TODAY1 S IMPERSONAL URBAN SOCIETY. 
40053 - 52 MINUTES - COLOR - FROM THE SAGA OF 
i·JESTERN MAN SERIES, THIS FII.M SHOWS WHY AND 
HOW A NEW COLO"IT WAS CARVED OUT OF VIRGIN LAND 
AND WHY IT CAME TO BE KNOWN AS "HOME OF THE FREE' 
PART 1 - SHOWS THE PILGRIMS IN ENGLAND AND 
HOLLAND. 
PART 2 - SHOWS THE VOYAGE TO AND SETTLEMENT OF 
AMERICA . 
6206 - 22 MINUTES - COLOR - BRINGS TO LIFE THE 
PTLGRIM1 S ADVENTURES THEIR RELIGI OUS PERSECU-
TION IN ENGL!ND AND POVERTY IN HOLLAND, THEIR 
CROSSIM} THE ATLANTIC AND SIGNING THE MAYFLOvJER 
COMPACT , THE HEROIC EFFORTS TO SURVIVE THE 'JEW 
Et-GLAND WINTER AND THE HISTORI C FIRST THANKS-
GIVING . 
3222 - 10 MINUTES - B/W - LEONARDO DA VINCI 
AS AN INVENTOR, DETERMINED TO FIND WAYS TO 
ACCOMPLISH WHAT OTHERS SAY CANNOI' BE DONE. 
ILLUSTRATED WITH HIS DRAWINGS . 
,• 
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SOCIAL STUDIES (CONT ' D) 
PRELUDE TO THE CIVIL WAR: 
( 1848-1870) 
PUBLIC OP INION IN OUR DEMOCRACY 
QUACKS AND NOSTRUMS 
RECONSTRUCTION, THE (1865-1880 ) 
REVOUITION. THE (1775-1788) 
ROAD TO GETTYSBURG a THE 
12273 - 30 MINUTES - COLOR - 1848 , LESS THAN 
1,000 AMERICANS IN CALIFORNI A; 1849 - CALI-
FORNIA OR BUST; SLAVERY I~ TERRITORI ES, GREAT 
COMPROMISE, NORTHERN MANUFACTURING, THE BESSEME. 
PROCESS, OIL 1•JELLS, TRANSCO~TINEITT AL RAI LROAD ; 
DRED SCOTT DECISION, JOHN BROWN, LINCOIN1 S 
ELECTION. SECESSION . 
3249 - 11 MINUTES - COLOR - EXPLAI"'JS CLEARLY 
THE IMPORTANCE OF PUBLIC OPI'JI ON AND SHOWS HOW 
IT r s FORMED AND DETERMINED ON A SIGNIFI CANT 
COMMUNITY ISSUE. TEACHERS STUDENTS THE IMPOR-
TANCE OF THEIR OPINIONS AND THEI R RESPONSIBILI-
TIES 'T'Q EXPRESS THEM I~ TERMS OF RESPOt-.JSIBLE 
ACTION. 
6660 - 19 MINUTES - B/W - A DRAMAT IC STORY 
WHICH SHOWS HOW MEDICAL OUACKS DUPE THE CONSU-
MER AND WHAT STEPS ARE TAKEN BY LOCAL AND FEDE-
RAL AGENCIES TO PRarECT THE PUBLIC . 
12277 - 30 MINUTES - COLOR - "WITH MALICE 
TmJARD NONE, WITH CHARITY FOR ALL"? BLACK OO DES 
CONGRESS VS . THE PRESIDENT, U .TH AMENDW,:NT , 
CARPETBAGGERS, SCALAWAGS , SHARECROPPING; TARIFFS 
RAILROAD RATES , BANKI NG ; THE AGE OF' STEEL; 
IMMIGRATION, UNIONIZATION, AND I NDUSTRIAL NATION 
12280 - 30 MINUTES - COLOR - UNTRAINED CITI ZE'J 
SOLDIERS ; FORT TICONDEROGA, GREED AND BUNKER 
HILLS, BENlilGTON, FREEMAN' S FARM , SARATOGA, 
CAMDE'J , YORKTOWN ; RESPONSIBI LI TY OF I~DEPENDENCE 
GEORGE WASHINGTON . 
12282 - 30 MINUTES - COLOR - MAN ASS AS .... THE 
BATTLE OF BULL RUN, STONEWALL J ACKSGN , THE 
MONITOR A ND MERRIMAC ; ADMIRAL FARRAGUT , GENE~ ...  .'.. 
U. S. GRANT, GENERAL ROBERT E. LEE, GENERAL 
MCCLELLAN ; THE EMANCIPATION PROCLAMATION, 
FREDERICKSBURG, CHANCELLORSVI LLE ; THE TELEGRAFfi , 
RAILROADS , MEDICI NE. 
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SOCIAL STUDIES (CONT ' D) 
RJ SSIONA LIFE TODAY 
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
SECOND WORLD WAR: ALLIED VICTORY 
SECOND WORLD WAR: TRIMUMPH OF 
m§ 
SEEDS OF THE REVOLUTION (1763-
1775) 
6663 - 19 MINUTES - COLOR - SHONS PEOPLE OF 
SOVIET UNION AT ¼ORK, AT HOME, IN' SCHOOLS? 
SCENES OF THEIR STORES , MARKETS, TRANSPORT ATION 
AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS - UNI0UE SHOTS TAKEJ I NSIDE 
HOMES , HOSPITALS, FACTORIES, AND SCHOOLS. VIEWS 
OF FARMING COMMUNITIES SHOW ANOTHER SIDE OF 
SOVIET LIFE. 
6669 - 16 MINUTES - COLOR - SH CWS HOW SCIEN'T'I~ 
WORK AND TRACE THE DEVELOPMENT OF THEIR METHOD 
TO THE 00.I GINS OF MODERN EXPERIMENTAL SCIENCE, 
SOME 400 YEARS AGO. EXAMINES THE BASIC BELIEF 
OF SCIENCE THAT NATURE rs RATIONAL AND ORDERLY 
AND EXPLORES TH"~ ANCIENT ROOTS OF THIS BELIEF . 
1.2287 - 28 MINUTES - B/W - NEWSREELS, U. S. 
ARMED FORCES AND CAPTURED AXIS FILMS SHOW THE 
VAST SCOPE, ENORMOUS COST AND HEROISM OF THE 
ALLIED EFFORT IN LAST STAGE OF W0!il..D WAR II. 
EXPLAINS HOW TOI'AL MOBILIZATION AND STRATEGIC 
COORDINATION OF FORCES TURNED NEAR-DEFEAT I NI'0 
VICTORY FOR THE ALLIES . 
12288 - 25 MINUTES - B/W - A UNIQUE FIIl~ RECOR. 
OF HOW NAZI GERMANY AND JAPAN CONCEIVED AND 
NEARLY CARRIED our THEIR BOLD PLANS FOR WORLD 
CONQUEST AND EXPLAINS H& ALLIED INDECISION AND 
MILITARY UNPREPAREDNESS RESULTED IN AGGRESSION 
IN MUCH OF EUROPE AND I N THE FAR EAST. 
12289 - 30 MINUTES - COLOR - "THE MAYFLOWER 
COMP ACT , 11 "THE BODY OF LIBERTIES, 11 "NO T AXATI,~,· 
WITHOUT REPRESEN'l'AT<I0N, 11 THE BOSTON TBA PARTY, 
THE CONTINENTAL CONGRESS, LEXINGTON AND CONCORD , 
BUNKER HILL, THE SIEGE OF BOSTON, "COMMON SE~S~, 
A DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE. 
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SOOIAL STUDIES ( CONT 'D) 
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY 
SMALLTOWN I u I s, A, 
SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE I THE 
STATUE OF LIBERTY 
$JCCESSFUL SCHOLARSHIP 
6602 - 13 MI~TES - COLOR - AGAINST THE TUR-
BULENI' BACKGROUND OF THE COMMONWEALTH AND RE-
STORATION PERIODS, CAVALI ER POETS SUCH AS 
JOHNSON, HERRICK AND LOVELACE ; PURITAN WRITERS 
SUCH AS MILTON AND BUNYAN; AND OTHER LITERARY 
FIGURES SUCH AS DONNE, MARVELL, PEPYS AND DRYDEJ\ 
ARE REPRESENTED . 
12295 - 27 MINUTES - B/W - WHY ARE SO MANY 
SMALL TOWNS DYING OUT? WHAT CAN KEEP THEM ALI VE 
THI S FILM CONSIDERS THE ECONOMIC AND SOCI AL 
PROBLEMS CAUSED BY INCREASED TECHNOLOGY, RISING 
COSTS, AND FAILURE TO REALIZE THAT SMALL TOWNS 
NEED MORE THAN ONE INDUSTRY TO S't'AY ALI VE . 
6352 - 21 MINUTES - COLOR - PORTRAYS THE SPEA-
KER AS A SKILLED POLITICIAN , COW-ITTED TO THE 
RESPONSIBLE AIMS OF HIS PARI'Y AND A DEDI CATED 
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE PEOPLE OF HI_S STATE. 
SHOWS THE BUSINESS OF DEMOCRACY AS A FULL-TIME 
COMPLEX JOB . MAKES THE STUDENT AWARE OF HI S 
FUTURE RESPONSIBILITY AS A CITIZEN . 
6678 - 14 MINUTES - COLOR - TAKES THE VI"f<.:WER 
ON A TRIP AROUND AND I NT O THE STATUE OF LIBERT".' , 
RELATES THE STATUE ' S HISTORY FROM THE TIME I T 
WAS PROPOSED BY EDOUARD DE LABCULAYE 100 YEARS 
AGO . DISCUSSES THE SYMBOLIC FEATURES OF THE 
FIGURE: THE TORCH , TABLET, BROKEN SHACKLES AT 
HER FEET. 
3033 - 11 MINUTES - COLOR - CEMONSTRATES A 
STUDY METHOD WHICH EMPHASI ZES A PLAN- PLACE-
METHOD TECHNIQUE . THE METHOD RECOGNIZES THE 
NECESSITY FOR REGULAR HOURS FOR STUDY, PROP~~ 
SPACE AND EQUIPMENT , REVIEW AND SELF-TESTING. 
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SOC IAL STUDIES (CONT I D) 
THREE GRANDMOTHERS 
TOWARD THE GILDED AGE 
TURN OF THE CENTURY ( 1898-1914) 
UNDERWOOD, OSCAR W. 
UNITED NATIONS, THE 
12301 - 28 MINUTES - B/W - A GLD'PSE I'rl'O THE 
LIVES OF THREE GRANDMOTHERS IN WIDELY DIFFERENT 
PARTS OF THE WORLD - IN A VILLAGE COMPOUND I~ 
LAGOS, NIGERIA, IN A HILL CITY IN BRAZIL NEAR 
RIO DE JANERIO, AND IN A RURAL COMMUNITY IN 
MANITOBA. THE COMPARISONS SH OW HOW UNIVERSAL 
IS THE IDLE OF GRANDMOTHER. 
12303 - 30 MINUTES - COLOR - THE WIZARD OF MENLO 
PARK; THE TELEGRAPH, PHONOGRAPH , ELECTRIC LIGHT 
BULBS; THE ELECTRIC ELEVATOR, STEEL SKYSCRAPER , 
TELEPHONE; THE GROWI'H OF BIG BUSINESS; VANDER-
BILT, CARNEGIE, ROC KEFELLER; THE POPULISTS; 
END OF THE FRONTIER; CONSERVATION ; THEODORE 
ROOSEVELT. 
12305 - 30 MINUTES - COLOR - FIRST AUTOMOBILE, 
ASSEMBLY LINE, FIRST AIRPLANCE, FIRST MOVIES; 
GODDARD DESIGNS ROCKET, EINSTEIN DISCOVERS RE-
LATVITY. FIDM A NATION OF FARMERS TO A NATION 
OF FACTORIES AND BIG CITIES; NEW IMMIGRATION, 
MASS PIDDUCTION; PANAMA CANAL; AMERICA A WCRLt 
POWER; WORLD WAR I. 
40055 - 50 MI NUTES - COLOR - THE ROLE OF PARTY 
CONVENTIONS IN A DEMOCRACY; PRECONVENTIO~ MANEU-
VERS, THE NOMINATION OF A PRESIDENT, INFLITT:NCE 
OF PRESSURE GROUPS . THE EFFDRTS OF THE KU rKI.'.JX 
KLAN TO CONTROL THE 1924 PRESIDENTIAL NOMINATIC'J . 
A U.S. SENATOR FROM ALABAMA UPHOLDS DEMOCRATIC 
PRINCIPLES. 
6693 - 21 MINUTES - B/W - AN UP-TO- DATE, CONCISE 
FILM REPORI' ON THE U. N. - I TS GROWTH, STl,tUCTURE 
AND FUNCTIONS , WITH A TOUR OF UN HEAD0.UARTERS TI 
NEW YORK, PLUS DRAMATIC SEQUENCES OF UN AGENCISS 
AT WORK THROUGHOtJl' THE WO RID. 
SOCIAL STUDIES (CONT I D) 
UNTOUCHED I.AND I THE 
UPROOTED NATION I THE 
WAY IN THE WILDERNESS I A 
WHITE HOUSE a THE 
WHO ARE THE PIDPLE OF AMERICA? 
WHY WE RESPECT THE LAW 
12308 - 30 MINUTES - COLOR - HOST ALBERT HIBBS, 
STAFF SCIENTIST AT THE JET PROPULSION LABORATORY, 
BEGINS THE STORY OF MAN IN AMERICA; HOW HE CAME, 
WHAT HE FOUND, WHERE HELIVED; RETREA'l' OF THE 
GIACIERS, GREAT NEW CONTINENT OF 4000 MILES ; 
ORI GIN AL INDIAN MIGRATI ON, THE NORS~N. COLUM-
BUS. 
6694 - 20 MINUTES - B/W - DISCUSSES THE GREAT 
MIGRATION OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE - FR:JM ONE PARI' 
CF THE NATION TO ANcYrHER. SlJGG-i;;STS PSYCHOLC'GI-
CAL MOTIVAT ION BEHIND MCJJING, AND SEVERAL YOUNG 
PEOPLE PRESENT VI EWS AS TO WHY PF.OPLE MOV E. 
DISCUSSES EFFECTS ON GROUPS AND ON I NDI VIDU ALS. 
3235 - 10 MINUTES - B/W - DR. J OSEPH GOLDBERGER 
OF THE U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE DISCOVERS THE 
CAUSE AND CURE OF PELLAGRA . WITH DRAMATIC CO~-
FLICT HE ATTEMPTS TO CONVINCE AUTHORITIES AND TO 
PERSUADE THE PEOPLE . 
6700 - 13 MINUTES - COLOR - TRACES THE DRAMAT I C 
STORY OF THIS WORLD- FAMOUS BUILDING AND THE 
PRE5IDENTS FOR WHOM IT HAS SERVED AS HOME AND 
OFFICE. THE CA.MERA TAKES US INTO FAMOUS ROOMS AND 
OFFICES SELDOM SEEN PY THE PUBLIC . 
3238 - 11 MINUTES - COLOR - THI S STORY EXFLAI~S 
WHERE AMERICANS CAME FROM OR IGINALLY, HOW THEY 
FOUGJ-IT TOGETHER, HOW THEY PI.OWED THE LAND AND 
BUILD CITIES AND HO';! THEY ARE STILL BUILDING TO 
CREATE A FINER AMERICA. "THE PEOPLE OF AMERICA 
ARE THE PEOPLE OF THE WORLD," IS THE FILM1 S 
T~ME. 
6702 - 13 MINUTES - COLOR - RF.SPECT FOR TfB ~ -
IS DEVELOPED BY A REALI ZATION THAT LAW R~PRSS~' 
ACCUMULATED WISDOM, THAT IT I S DI HARMONY WIT~ 
LAWS OF NATURE AND THAT IT IS ~CESSARY TO PE:-
VENT TROUBLE . A YOUNG BOY LEARNS T HRGUGH CAS:: 
HISTORIES HOW RESPECT IS NEEDED FOR THE IAW TC 
OPER~TE PIDPERLY. 
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SOCI AL STUDIES - HUMAN RELATIONS 
EVER.YBODY 1 S PREJUDI CED 




HANDLING. MA_RITAL CONFLICTS 
6604 - 21 MINUTES - B /W - A COMP ARI SON BETWEEN 
THE KIND OF PREJUDICES WE ALL EMPLOY AND THE 
PREJUDI CES OF THE BIGOT. THE I NITIAL EXAMPLES 
ILLUSTRATE PREJUDICES'- BASED ON FACT : IN SUCCEED-
ING EXAMPLES, THE AMOUNT OF RATIONAL JUDG:5JMENT 
LESSENS, UNTIL IT IS CHARACTERISTIC OF THE BIGOT . 
3200 - 11 MINUTES - B/W - WHAT ARE THE FACTS IN 
THE PROBLEM OF FI NDING A JOB? A THOROUGH PRESEN-
TATION OF J OB- LEAD SOURCES, AND SOME OF THE CRUCJ 
AL STAGES AND FACTORS IN OBI'AINING A JOB , MAKE 
THIS FILM A PRACTICAL STUDENT AI D. 
40042 - 60 MINUTES - B/W - AN ON-THE-SPOT COM-
PARISON OF FAMILY LIFE IN FOUR COUNTRIES , IN 
WHICH AUTHOR-ANTHROPOLOOIST MARGARET MEAD DIS-
CUSSES HOW THE UPBRINGING OF A CHII.D CONTRIBUTES 
TO A DISTINCTIVE NATIONAL CHARACTER. CENTER OF 
ATTENTION IN EACH CASE IS A YEAR-OLD BABY IN THE 
FAMILY OF A FARMER. 
12239 - 27 MINUTES - B/W - MUST RETIREMENT AT 
6 5 MEAN THE END OF THE ROAD FOR OLDER PEOPLE , OR 
CAN IT BECOME "THE LAST OF LIFE FOR WHICH FIRST 
WAS MADE"? THIS FILM EXAMINES THE QUESTION FROM 
THE POINT OF VIEW OF THREE MEN, EACH WITH A 
DIFFERENT APP ROACH TO THE 11GOI.DEN AGE. '' 
3201 - 8 MINUTES - COLOR - AN ERRCNEDUS REPORI' 
THAT TWO OFFICE WORKERS ARE OOING TO BE REPLACED 
BY\'NEW COMPUTING MACHINES SPREADS AND DISRUPTS 
THE ENTIRE ORGANIZATION. THE FILM ENDS ·.\TITH, 
"HOW CAN YOU KEEP RUMORS FROM GETTING STARTED?" 
6 545 - 14 MINUTES - COLOR - PORTRAYS THE DEVEL-
OPMENT OF AN ~RGUMENT BETWEEN EACH OF TWO COUPLES 
THE ADAMS AND THE IOOIBS. ONE BECOMES CONSTRUC-
TIVE AND THE OTHER DESTRUCTIVE . IN CONCLUSION 
COMPARATIVE POINTS ARE MADE REGARDING EIEMENTS 
OF CONSTRUCTIVE AND DESTRUCTIVE CONFLICT . 
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soc IAL STUDIES - HUMAN RELATION s (CONTI D) 
ONCE UPON A HILL 
OUT OF DARKNESS 
OVER- DEPEmJENCY 
PARENTS ARE PEOPLE TOO 
PERSONALITY CONFLICT I A 
REINFORCEMENI' IN LEARNING 
AND EXTINCTION 
SHOULD YOU DRINK? 
6708 - 10 MINUTES - COLOR - TELLS HOW THE"STAJi.. 
SPANGIED BANNER" CAME TO BE WRITTEN. TRACES TH.-
HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN FLAG FROM 1~14 8N. 
40052 - 55 MINUTES - B,& - A°IIJ AWARD-WIN"JING 
DOCUMENTARY REPORT ON ONE WOMAN1 S STEP-BY-STEP 
RECOVERY FRCM MENTAL ILLNESS, PRODUC-W BY CBS 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS IN COOPERATION WITH THE AMERICAN 
PSYCHIATRIC ASS 1N. AND THE NATIONAL ASSOCITATION 
FOR MENTAL HEALTH. 
12269 - 32 MINUTES - B/W - JIM,A YOUNG COMMER-
CIAL ARTIST, USES ILL5iESS AS A~ ESCAPE PROM RE-
SPONSIBILITY. THE CAUSES ARE TRACED Tn CHILDHCC 
AND WITH THE AID OF PSYCHIATRIC TREATM~NTS, JIY 
"GROWS UP" EMOTIONALLY. 
6654 - 15 MINUTES - B/W - THIS FILM CONSIDERS 
HOW STUDENTS THEMSELVES CAN WORK WITH PARENTS Tr 
GAIN BETTER Mlll'UAL UNDERSTA~JDING A~D HO''i FAMILY 
DISCUSSIONS CAN REPLACE ARGUMENTS AND HELP TO 
ESTABLISH GOOD FAMILY RELATIONS. 
3221 - 7 MINUTES - COLOR - A DRAMATIZED EXAJ-WIE 
OF WHAT HAPPENS 1:JHEN TWO CONFLICTING PERSONALITJ 
MUST WORK TCGETW.R SERVES TC' STH'ULATE DISCUSSff' 
ON THE ADJUSTMENTS THAT SUPERVI3'.)RS MUST MAKE. 
3225 - ~ MINUTES - B/W - ESTABLISHE~ THAT, IN 
GENERAL, BEHAVIOR THAT IS REINFORCED DOES GET 
LEARNED , WHILE ~ON- REINFCRCED BEHAVIOR IS EX-
TINQUISHED. THIS PRINCIPLE IS DEMONSTRATED IN 
THE FID1 WI1UH BOTH HUMANS AND PIGEONS . 
6674 - 22 MINUTES - B/W - DESIGNED TO ?ROMOTE 
DISCUSSION AND SELF ANALYSIS ABOUT RF.AS0NS FOR 
MJDERATE DRINKING , THIS FILM DRAMATICALLY FOCUSE 
ATTENTION ON THE IMPCRTANCE OF BACH PERSON ' S 
MAKING AN HONli',ST AND INTELLIGENT DECISTON ABOUT 
THE USE OF ALCOHOL. 
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SOCIAL STUDIES - HUMAN RELATIONS ( CONT ' D) 
UNDERSTA.~ING OTHERS 
YOU A ND YOUR WORK 
6692 - 12 MINUTES - COLOR - A DR!\MATIC PLEA TC 
JUDGE THE OTHER PERSON FOR HIS TRUE VALUE, 
ABILITY AND ~T WORTH , RATHER THA'J BY HIS ECONC-
MIC BACKGROUND , POOR SOCIAL SKILLS AND I'JARILIT' 
TO BE ONE OF THE GROUP . 
3242 - ll MINUTES - COLOR - AFTER HE IS FIREt.. 
FROM A JOB, FRA NK LEARNS - WITH THE HELP OF A 
VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE ':JORKF.:R - THE HWORT ANCE C'F 
DEVELOPING THE RIGHT ATTITUDE . HE rs RE- HIRED 
AND , THROUGH RENEWED INTEREC,T A 'JD A SEN SE OF 
ACCOMPLISHMENT, ACHIEVEC, SUCCF,SS . 
ADULT BASIC EDUCATION FILMSTRIPS 
DIVISION OF ADULT EDUCATION AND COMMUNITY SERVICES 
STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION ---------
RALEIGH, NORl'H CAROLINA 
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CONSUMER EDUCAT ION 
CONSUMER EDUCATION : BUDGETING 12 MINUTES - COLOR - GOING IT 0N YOUR O:lN FOR 
THE FIRST TIME MAY BE THE BEST WAY TO L'!i;ARN THE 
IMPORT ANGE OF A BUDGEI' . THIS IS APTLY ILLUS.:. 
TRATED AS WE FOLLOW TWO SISTERS SETTING UP THEIR 
OWN APARI'MENT , GOING ON SPENDING SPREES AND OVER-
EXTENBING THEIR CREDIT . PRODUCED BY BAILEY FILMS 
CONSU:t-ER EDUCATION: INSTALLMENT 13 MINUTES - COLOR - A VIVID DRAMATIZATION OF 
BUYING THE BENEFITS AND DAN'GERS OF PURCHASING COW~ODI-
TIES ON AN INSTALLMENT PLAN. PRODUCED BY BAILEY 
FILMS . 
CONSUMER EDUCATION: RETAIL CREDIT 11 MINUTES - COLOR - A (}{ARGE PLATE CAN VERY 
BUYING DEFINITELY BECOME A MAJOR SPENDING HAZ~RD . IT ' S 
GUIDANCE 
LSD; INSIGHT OR INSANITY? 
MATH 
SO EAST . TWO SISTERS LEARN THIS THE HARD HAY. 
18 MINUTES - COLOR - THE FILM JX'ICUMENTS THE 
DANGERS OF THE U'JSUPERVISED, CARICIOUS USE OF 
LSD, AND "SXFLAPJS WHAT MEDICAL SCIENTISTS JOJCW 
OF THE PHYSIO!ffiIC A"ID PSYCHOLOGIC EFFECTS OF THE 
DRUG. PRODUCED BY MAX MILLER. 
DOING Ai'JD U~DOING IN MATHEMAT ICS: 9-l; MINUTES - COLOR - THIS FILM INTRODUCTo:S T:i'E 
INVERSES STUDENT TO THE CONCEPT OF J''JVERSES . I'll LIFE , ~-~ 
FREQUENTLY DO AND UNDO THI~S: 1·.'E ZIF A'ID U '?IP 
A JACKET ; WE STAC:K AND UNSTACK COINS ; WE PACK 
AND UNPACK SUITCASES . EACH OF THF.SE OPERATTO~S 
rs THE INVERSE OF THE OTHER. DC'ING THE IWERSS 
MAKES THINGS THE WAY THEY WERE BEFORE A.r.JYTHI~G 
WAS DONE . SUBTRACTING A NUMBSfl IS THE I\JVERS~ ~::-
ADDI"JG ,THF. SAME NUMBER, AND ADDI'IJG A NUMB-..:R I:i 
THE INVERSE OF SUBTRACTI NG THE SAME ~JUMBER. TES 
I DEA OF A 'IJ I\IVERSE CAN BE Vr.:RY USEFUL I'IJ UNDER-
ST ANDING MATHEMATICS. A DAVIDSON FILM . 
-4'1-
MATH ( CONT ' D) 
SETS , CROWS , AND INFINITY 12 MINUTES - COLOR - THE Frw-' Eii.'FLCRES T'f-lE 
MATHE¥.ATICAL IDEAS CF SETS A~D I WI~ITY . IT 
INTRODUCES THE CC?JFARISON OF SETS A 'ID CNE- TC- '"' IB 
CORRESPC'~DENCE BETWEE'IIJ T'·JO SETS . TITT: I'JF'PHT-i;; 
FINITE SET QF WHOE NUMBER IS TRO:ATED . A P.Ruc~: 
AND KATH ARING CORNWELL FILM. 
OOCI AL STUDIES 
BIA CK HISTORY : LOST I STOLEN OR 
STRAYED 
BLACK i;ORLD 
BODY A'ffi SJUL - 60DY. PAf<I' I 
54 '-iINUTES - COLOR - THIS nu~ IS A BILL CfSBY 
GUIDED TOUR THROUGH A HISTORY OF ATTITUD'SS-
BLACK AND ~-:HITE - A !\JD 1'H1<;IR EFF~CT 0N TH'S BLACK 
AMERICAN - I F HE IS RLACK. COSBY R'NI'1·JS PLACK 
AMERICAN ACHIEVEMli:~T5 fi~'ITTED FRr'.1 AITTRICA 'I 
HISTORY BOOKS, THE APSENCE OF R3'XGNITir'J CF 
AFRICA • S CrN'TRIBUTI0"l'S TO ',rESTER"l' CULTURE, A'ID 
THE CHANGI"l'G HOLLY':l()('r STER.Er - TYPE or TH"E: BLACK 
AMERICAN. PRODUCED BY CBS ITT:\-IS . 
53 MINUTES - CC'LOR - I'IJ AN I:ITERN!,TI0\JAL BC'U\': -
ROB IN CONVER';ATJON, l-:ODER I\TED BY ~'IKE 1.JALU.c.;; , 
THE BLACK r·,w, S P0SITI0\J I'l 'T' HT;''' GHLD TC',D :_v ~'i 
EXAMI~D . PA:-.w.LI5TS REP • • wm~ C0:IJYERS , JR., :i:\ 
'i/ASHINGTO~, D. C. , THE BONC'RABLE "'HC'J\:4S ~/::- , •. :_ ~:-' 
KEITT A IN NARinrr ' FIJ'Yr t✓. c1(JSSI';K f'F THE r,,·:::--=- -
CF RACIAL S"llALITY I'J 'F.1il YrRK, ~'ID DR. AL--;:x 
!C:AFONG, VICS CH4.NC°!':LLOR OF THE U 11'/ERSITY , ::' 
GHA'JA , DI SCUSS Tw. CIVIL RIGHTS MC'Vr':~'.F.;r!T' I'l 
AMERICA A'JC HCW IT LCfKS T• ,';,FRI:::A'JS . 1 f:.(';,l,;~~;:: 
BY CBS NEWS . 
24 r✓.INUTES - C0LOR - AN EXA.MINA.TTO'I f'F TH~ 
BIA CK AMERICA -~s I CC'NTRHUTHYJ T<' ~or·Ts PJ 
AYERICA I S R~ffiTSD 0N BY H~.RRY P--;:AS0NF,R. 
HARRY EDWARDS , Li.:ADER OF THIS '0:4R 1 S THB. ... ~':'"S':7'"' 
f'LYXF I C GAMES R0YC0I'T , IS INTF.RVIl<,' e:::r, ~, If?'.G l;f.:. ...... 
LEADING BLACK ATHLET~S Tf:l-~'E 5"ITH , 1-:::: :::':.::~c.:, 
CHARLIE GRE-:N'E , JU'. HI~S , \ND RALPH BmTr~: . 
PR0DUCF.D BY C RS '-R\\'5 . 
.. 
- 50-
SCCIAL STUDIES (CONT 1 D) 
BODY AND S)UL - SOUL , PART II 
BOOKER T I WASHINGTON 
IN SEARCH OF A PAST 
MARI'I :-1 LUTHER KING , "I HAVE A 
DREAM" 
NEGRO AMERICAN 
28 MI:'JUTES - COLOR - SOUL MUSIC rs DISCUSS-SD 
IN DETAIL BY SINGER RAY CHARLES . MR . CHARL~c; 
EXPLAINS THAT BECAUSE OF ISOLATION AND THE VISER:' 
AND HUMILIATION SUFFERED BY THE AHB:RICAl\J BLAC:<: 
MAN, HE DEVELOPED MANY OF HIS (1.-Jl\J MUSIC AND 
DANCE FORMS . ONLY THRrUGH THIS OUTL:<:T OF RHYnm..; 
AND SOUND HAS THE BALCK MAN B'IIB~ A.ELE TO RZLEASE 
SOME OF HIS FRUSTRATTON AND GRI~F. SINGERS 
MAHALIA JACKSON , BILLIE HOLIJAV, A..'.JD AR~l-!A 
FRANKLIN CRY CUT THEIR SOUL Tr l•iAKE A RICH 801\J-
TRIBUTION TO AM'i<;RICA '.J MUSIC , PRODUCED BY CBS N~·~ 
11 MilfilI'ES - COLOR - THTS FILM CC1VF.:RS THE EAHLY 
YEARS OF POOKER T . ··.'ASl!Il\JGT(W . Ror .. l\J A SLAVE IN 
1856, HE CAME Tr BE THE rt A \J WHr '•f('U1D PIJILD A 
!,O~JUMENT TO EDUCf,TTCIJ. \·TJ-G:~T '':,,wr·JGTC': S7ErF:D 
OUT OF THE B0m)S OF SLAVSRY T"J;'" ':'HE rill~ 'r::::An.? 
OF THE NEGRO ' S ~p-1 FREED()~' , ITT HA:J A THI:-'.S':' FCR 
IEARNil\JG. PROOOCED EY VIGNE'I'=E F'IIYS . 
53 MINUTES - CCLOR - A SIX 1 [EEK VI::IT TC' GHA~JA 
BY THREE BLACK ::A SHINGTOl\J, DJ; . HIGH SCHGOL 
STUDENTS WAS FILMED BY CBS NEUS. A)J EFFOPT '::AS 
MADE TO DISCOVER HOW PERI'I~NT AFRICA IS TO TG-
DAY I S BLACK AMERICA 'IJ'. THROUGH '!'ITT 'SY'!<;S 0F' TI~S'S 
THREE YOUNG PEr'PLE , 'IE EXAMI'R AFRICA'~ CIVIL:::z .~.-
TION. 
35 MINUTES - B/W - THE STORY OF THIS DF.:DICAT~u 
MAN 1 S LIFE, AND THE FORCES THAT BROUGHT HIM T0 
TIE LEADERSH JP OF HIS PEOPLE ARE KXPLORED , h'ITH 
ACTUAL NEWS FILM FOOTAGE . THE FII.M BRINGS A 
BETTER UNDERSTA:\JDP.1G OF PHILOSC'FHIES AND I'C~A:.,.. 
THAT HE EXEMPLIFIED . PRODUCED BY CBS W.WS. 
15 MINUTF,c; - COLOR - THIS ANIM4TED FIU' I~ A 
RRIEF Hic;T0RY OF THE NT<r,RO T\J THE U. S. FROM TH-: 
TIME THEY WEREIWC'LUNTARILY UPRrrrm F'Rm' Tl-RIP 
HOMES IN AFRICA A "ID SOLD INTn S.L..A VERY UNT JI. ':'l'-' 
PRESENT . THE ACC OMPLISHMENTS OF MANY NEGRn AM:'.. -
ICANS, INCLUDING FREPERICK DOUGLASS, GEORGE 
WASHINGTON CARVER, AND BOOKER T . WAS!--fI'.'JGT0'1 , AR-:-
PRESENTED. THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE NEGRD r:- ~L 
WARS, TERRITORIAL EXPANSION, AND GOVER'JMENT Ar?.. 
- J.l.-
SOCIAL STUDIES (CONT'D) 
SHOWN IN OfHER SEQUENCES :l{I CH 1::...::_ ::-:-- -: -:-·--:-
STRUGGLE THAT HAS BEEN A Pi\RT C'F 7r:.:.=. v,,,-~3i: 
TOWARD POLITICAL ~~D ECONOMIC EQUALI7Y. A 
SOLIS-JONES PRODUCTION, 
NEGRO HEROES FROM AMERICAN H~STORY 11 MINUTES - COLOR - AN INTR0DUCTrn~ TO THE 
HIS'IDRY OF THE NEGRO IN AMF.RICA THRC'UCH TW. FI0-
GRAPHY OF' SEVEn i\T. 11EnrEs F'Rci: TF".;' .- ,-i..~:Tc~r;..?y 
WAR TO THE PRESENT DAY. Tl-iE , 1; •· . • ·.- ·:~Tr:s .... s 
NEGRO KINGDOMS OF AFRICA'S 
GOLDEN AGE 
PORl'RAIT IN BLACK AND WHITE 
THE BIACK SOLDIER 
THE RICHNESS OF THC f\Jlt'.AJRG cnNTRl J ·: .:.. \~ I~S 
DEEP ROOTS IN OUR HISTORY. r: ;,_ i : , ':-':IW":s 
FILM. 
17 MINUTES - COLOR - IMPOR7ANT CONTRIBlJTJ('"JS TC 
CIVILIZATION WERE MADE BY SEV-:RAL A'"'V~'iC-;;;D :..i;D 
POOSPEROUS AFRICAN KI'JGD0MS OVER FC'UR Hi.J'IDRED Yr•C. 
AGO. THE FILM TRACES THF.: HISTORY OF THE CHA'JG-
ING CLIMATE OF ANCIE'IT AFRICA, THF: USE CF 1-fETALc:; 
THE IITTRODUCTICN OF THE CAYEL FOR TRANS-SAHARA'! 
TRADE, A~ THE INFLUENCE OF ISLAM. AN ATL\'IITIS-
SIM)NS FILM. 
54 MINUTES - BIW - THI~; '-:XAf'Jt..J\':'J":! OF' r,VCK 
ATTITUDES TOWARD THE '-!HITE CC'MMCH rY ;I.Ni:" '·'1-!ITE 
ATTITUDES TOt'/ARD TIIE BLACK '•JAS fR:'I :.:cr.:D 'TI'H US! 
OF A NATICNWIDE POLL. ens Nl·'t!S fREFAR-:.::, A 45 
MINUTE 1W.STIO'IJNAIRE A ·~c I'IT:::Rvr;;;-::.:r, SCM1': 1, 50C 
PEOPLE, THE R F:SULTS ('F' TH"'~~ JNTSW;T,;;ps SHC' ' 
PEOPLE I S ATTITUDES AND F'EELI~GS ON T nE R .:.CS ,.. l.JE3-
TION TO BE BOrH SUBTLE AND COMPLl<'..X, CBS ~c:;. 
26 MINUTES - B/W - THIS FTI.M NARR.~TF.D BY BILL 
COSBY, I LIDSTRATF.S THE l!T;,TORY ()F RLAr.K i\t-F.TI1Ci\' 
PARTICIPATI ON TN AMERICA 1 c:; ARMF.D F()RCBS, FAI\'T-
INGS DRAWP.Jr.S, CARTOONS AND F:TCHI'JGS OF F'Af>J !IS 
RATTLES, AS WELL AS RARE SILE~ '-GWS Fr0Tf\r.r.: i'";' 
W0RLD WAR I AND WORLD WAR II, THE KOREAN WAR 




SOCIAL STUDI ES ( CONT 1 D) 
THE COMPUTER REVOLUTION 
THE HERITAGE OF SLAVERY 
UNITED STATES ELECTIONS: 
HOW WE VOTE 
22, MINUTES - COLOR - THIS FILM OFFEPS A Gt<;N~Rl\L 
INTRODUCTION TO THE r-J-i.:w WORLD OF Th'E COMPUTER , 
EMPHASIZING TI'S PRESENT USES A~ ITS POTENTIAL 
FOR THE FUTURE. PRODUCED BY CBS '.'ffwlS . 
51 MINUTES - COLOR - THIS FILM IS AN F.XAMil'iIA-
TION SLAVERY AND THE ATTITUDES ESTABLISHED DUR-
ING SLAVERY V.'HICH ')J'ILL PERSIST TODAY . CBS ~~dS 
REPORTER , GEORGE FOSTER, DITERVI-r;;\·JS DESCENDANTS 
OF PLANTATION 0';.'NERS AND PRESENT DAY BLACK ACT ... 
IVISTS, DEMONSTRATI~G THE PARALLF.LS BETWEEN FI~ 
SHOWS, THE PAST HAS INFLUENCED THE PRESENT. 
GRAPHICS AND READINGS FROM ACCOUNTS BY SLAVE-
OWNERS AND SLAVES CAPTURE THE QUALITY OF LIFE IN 
THE DAYS OF SLAVERY . PRODUCED BY CBS NEWS. 
14 MINUTES - COLOR - THE CULTURAL CONTRIBUTION 
OF AN OUTSTAN'DING ~GRO COMPOSER rs TR!\CED PJ 
THIS FILM ABOUT THE LIF~ OF WILLIAM CHRISTOPHER 
HANDY , TITT: "FATHER CF TW<: BLW.S. " TW. FILM 
REFLECTS THE P0LITICAL SCF.NF. DURT"'rr THE r-i.:RIOD 
1~90-1950. PRODUCED BY VIGNETTE FILMS • 
.. 
16 MM FILMS OF ISRAEL 
FILM LIBRARY: ISRAEL INFORMATION SERVICES 
DISTRIBUTED BY ALDEN FilliS 
BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 
CO-OP 
DAt'lGER--BORDER A HEAD 
DOCTOR IN THE DESERr 
FLOWERS FOR DAHLIA 
GO THROUGH THE GATES 
HAIL CAESAREA 
HANUKKAH 
HOME AT LAST 
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FILMS OF ISRAEL 
15 MINUTES - B/W - THIS FILM ON TH'S AFRO- ASIA!, 
SEMINAR SHO',JS HOW STUDEVI'S FROM FREI\JCH-SPEAKI'JG 
AFRICAN COUNTRIES TAKE PART I N EVERYDAY LIFE Ilil' 
ISRAEL, THROUGH "'ORK AND S1'UDY. WE c;;;:E Tffti:M 
ATTE!il'DING LECTURES AND WORKING ON COOPERA7IVE 
SETTLEMENTS . 
16 MINUTES - COLOR - HOW r.JEW VILLAGF.3 ARE G0I"J( 
UP \-.'ITHOUG PAUS~, ALO'JG ISRA F,L I S BORDERS, Fr.TH 
HILLY AND D-:5BRI', A~ HO'•' 1'HEY ARE A'RSOR'fU'JG 
TMMI GRANTS I'l' A NEW WAY OF LIFE . 
10 MI:--JUTES - BN - ISRAELI PHYSICIANS BRI~G 
MODERN MEDICINE TO THE DESERT BEDOUIN. 
28 MINUTES - COLOR - DAHLIA LITIS AND ~-roRKS ON 
A KIBBUTZ, AND ONE DAY I'J HER LIFE IS COIJ)r?Flli.:.: 
PORTRAYED I~ THIS PLEASANT STORY . 
12 MI'.'WTES - COIDR - THE FILM BRINGS TO THE 
FORE THE SIX DAY \-JAR I'l ISRAEL, DEPICTING "'F-: 
AREA OF THE GOLA!il' HEIGHTS , THE COMMUNAL SF.T'.· 
MENTS ALONG THE GAZA STRIP AND ESPECIALLY Tr · 
OLD CITY OF JERUSALEM . 
13, MINUTES - COLOR - pnNT1us PILATE 4ND ~ 
ROMAL COLLEAGUE REVISIT THE RECF.NTLY EXCAVA~~~ 
RUINS OF CAESAH-:A , A FLURISf-lI'l'G St;;APORT DURI"JG 
THE ROMAN OCCUPATION OF PALF.STJNt.: . THEY RF.M:- ~=- -
SCE~CE ON THE TOWN ' S GT,ORI0US PAST AND ITS CH,r:G-
PJG FORTUNE AT THE HANDS OF A VARIETY OF cnw,w.R-
ons AND MASTERS \-JH() IN TURN DF.STRnYED AND RF,T"l ' Tf'"." 
IT. THIS FILM '.'ITH IN HUMOROUS SCRTPT, DJ"CUJ-;)c· 
BEAUTIFUL VI r,;\·/S OF THE ANCIENT BRF.AKWA1'ER, CI'7'Y 
':'ALLS A!'ID BUILDINGS OF THE CRUSADER PERinD , A1'-r 
ROMAN AQUEDUCT . 
16 MINUTES - COI.DR - THIS F:i:LM SH0'.'15 HO'.-J HA 'Jlli<:'· 
THE FESTIVAL OF LIGHSTS I S CELF.RRATED IN ISRA~i. 
11* MINUTES - C01.DR - STORY OF THE R~BIRTr 
REHABILIT AT JON OF JEWS IN I.SRA EL IS TOLD I . 
STIRRING PICTIJRE. FII...MRD IN ISRAEL, IT SH'. 
THE HEDIWJING OF A NEW LIFE F0R HALF A MTL:.:- ' . 
JEWISH REFUGRES FROM ARAB COUNTRI ~S. 
-5.4-
FilMS OF ISRAEL (CONT 1 D) 
ISLAND IN THE DESERT 
• • • AND THEY MET IN GALILEE 
BLUE SKY 
THE BOOK AND THE IDOL 
BRIDGE OF FRIENDSHIP 
CHILDREN OF THE EXODUS 
16 MINlITES - COIDR - THE STORY OF NEOT HAKIKAR, 
AN OASIS I N ISRAEL' S SOlITHERN DESER'"i', THE Nm'IW • 
28 MINUTES - COLOR - A ROMANTIC TRAVALOGUE IN A 
BIBLICAL SETTING t 1HICH I~CLUD'fi;S MOUNT CARMEL, 
THE RIVER J ORDAN , CANAAN AND NAZAREI'H. 
14 MINUTES - COLOR - ISRAELI PILm'S /\RE ON CON-
STANT ALERT AT AN AI R-FORCE BASE, RUSHING TO 
MAN THEIR PLANES WHEN THE ALARM SOUNDS, AND KEEP-
ING AROUND THE CLOCK WATCH ON THE COUNTRY I S AIR-
SPACE . 
14! MINUTES - COLOR - BASED ON THE 4-RCHAEOLOOICAL 
EXHIBITION "FROM THE LAND OF THE BIBLE" AT THE 
ME1'ROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART IN NEW YORK, THE VIVID 
PROTRAYAL PRESENTS ANCIENT ARTIFACTS, FOUND I N 
ISRAEL, OF PAGA"USM AND MONCJrHEISM. 
14 MINUTES - B/W - FILMED It-J CONNECTION ~'!ITH T5 
FIRST AFRO-ASIA"J SEMINAR I N ISRAEL, STUDENTS 
FROM MANY COUNTRI~S OF AFRICA AND ASIA ON ISRAELI 
STUDY GRANTS ARE SHOWN LEARNING LABOR AND MANAG~-
MENI' TECHNIQUES AND TOURING THE CHIEF INDUSTRIAL 
SITES. THIS FILM WAS MADE IN COOPF.RATION vJITH 
HIST ADRUTH; ISRAEL'S GENERAL CONFEDERATION OF 
LABOR, WHI CH SPONSORED THE SEMINAR. 
28 MINUTES - COLOR - NARRATED BY ZERO MOSTEL AND 
FILMED ON LOCATION ISRAEL, THIS DOCUMENTARY CHRC':-
ICLES THE ACTUAL SEARCH MADE BY THE UNITED <T-:;;'-JISH 
APPEAL FOR A GROUP OF CHILDREN WHOSE FAT'YSD PHOTO-
GRAPH TAKEN IN 1947 RECENTLY CA.ME TO LIGHT. 
TWENTY YEARS LATER THE UJA SET OUT TO FTt-JD ';'~ 
AND I N OOING SO HAS ENCOMPASSED THE SURGE OF A 
MODERN SAGA; THE SCOPE OF RECENT JEWISH HI STORY, 
THE NEAR UNBELIEVABLE PACE OF THE LAST TWENTY 
YEARS THAT HAS WITNESSED A PEOPLE'S PASSAGE 
FROM THE GATES OF AUSCHIWITZ TO THE CHERISHSD 
WESTERN WALL OF JERUSALEM. 
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FILMS OF ISRAEL (CONT 1 D) 
CUIZEN ' s ARMY 
ISRAEL - AN ADVENTURE 
ISRAEL DJ THE FAMILY OF NATIONS 
I SRAEL INDEPENDENCE DAY 1965 
I SRAEL: MI DDLE EAST NE IGHBOR 
I SRAEL' S NATIONAL WATER CARRIER 
15 MINUTES - COIDR - THIS FILM SHo:,•s THE 
UNIQUE PURPOSE AND FUNCTIONING OF THE ISRAEL 
DEFENSE FORCES . THE TRAI\JING AND CULTURAL 
ACTIVITIES I\J BOTH THE MEN 1 S AND 'i'JOMEN 1 0 UNITS 
AS WELL AS THE MANNING OF BORDER SETTL~NTS 
BY RESERVE MILITIA DEMONSTRI\Tl<.:S THE Civ::LIAN 
NATURE OF THE DEFENSE FORCES, 1·'ITH THF, ACCSN!' 
ON "EACH SOLDIER A HUNAN BET \JG II WE SEE 'T'HE 
TRAPH\JG AS A ITTANS OF INTEW.RATING ~J I MVI-
GRANTS I NTO THE FREE LIFE OF ISRAEL. 
11 MINUTES - COLOR - AN INTRODUCTION TO 
MODERN ISRAEL - - ITS DEVELOPING AGRICULTURE 
AND EXPANDING Im)USTRY , WHICH SERVE AS THE 
MAIN- STAY OF REBUILDI NG A NATION. 
28 MimrI'ES - COLOR - AN EXCITING TRAVRLCGUE OF 
ACRE , GALILEE, HAIFA , JERUSALEM, TEL- AVIV; 
AERIAL SHaI'S OF THE NEGEV , CATACOMBS AW CHURCH-
ES . PRESENTS THE INBAL DANCF:RS IN THEI R CQJ.;_ 
PLETE PRODUCTIO!,J OF "A YEMENITE FEDDING . " 
17 MINUTES - BA·: - HIGHLIGHTS DRAMATIC M():r{EmS 
IN ISRAEL• 3 EXFA~DI'IG I"ITER.'•JATIONAL RF.LATIO'\S . 
I T R:!:CORDS SUCH EVENTS AS THB COU'ITING OF TIIB 
VOTES WHICH BROUGHT ISRAEL INTO THE G'JITED 
NATIO\JS AS THE 58th ME-1:BER OF THE \·'ORLfl ORGA~:-
IZATION. 
ANNUALLY, AS ON THIS l 7I'H AN~VERSARY, I SRAEL 
CELEBRATES AND REJOICES ON THE HOLIDAY COMMEM-
ORATING HER STATEHOOD. 
16 MINUTES - CC'LOR - A RRISK TRIP THR.0UGH THIS 
YOUNG' BUSTLINr. LAND--SHOWT JC. ITS HIGHLir.~rr s ' 
WAY OF LIFE AND COLORFUL SIGHTS . 
18 MINUT~S - COLOR - THF. STORY ClF' THF: CY'NSTRl,~ -
TION OF ISl?AEL 1 S Bir-GEST 1·/ATER CARRIER, ',·,1-II8E 
PUMPS SWEE!' WATER FROM THE LAJ<Tt: OF GALI LEE E 
THE NORTH ALO~G 100 MILES OF TU~LS, CA~ALS 
AND PI PES TO THE ITTDEV DESERT I N THE SOUTH . 
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FIIlJIS ON isRAEL (CONT 1D) 
ISRAEL'S QUEST FOR HATER 
JERUSALEM -- HERE WE COME 
A KIBBUTZ 
KI:JG BOOR--A FABLE OF THE NEGEV 
LAND OF HOPE AND PRAYER 
LET MY PEOPLE GO 
LET'S IMAGINE-- LIFE IN UTOPIA 
LIFE FROM THE DEAD SEA 
OFF THE BEATEN TRACK IN ISRAEL 
22 MINUTES - B/W - v•.fATER FROM THE JORDAN RIVER 
REJUVENATES THE PARCHED LAND. 
15:, MINUTES - COLOR - THE ANCIF.NT 'L'RADJTION OF 
A PILGRI MAGE TO JERUSALEM IS REVIVED YEARLY BY 
THOUSANDS OF ISRAELIS -- YOUNG A"ID OLD, MILI-
TARY U~ITS AND GROUPS FROM ABROAD , IN A FOUR-
DAY VtARCH TO THE CAPITAL. 
40 MINUTES - B/W - A VISIT TO A KIBBUTZ , A~J 
ISRAELI COLIECTIVE VILLAGE, AND A IDOK AT ITS 
WAY OF LIFE. 
14, MI NUTES - COIJJR - FIRST PUPPET FIIlJI PRO-
DUCED IN I SRAEL, AND BASED 0~ A STORY BY ONB 
OF I SRAEL' S LEADING MARIONETTE ARTISTS THIS IS 
A CHARMING STORY FOR YOUNG CHILDREN. 
13! MDJUTES - COIJJR - THE STCRY OF A BAPTIST 
SETTLEMENT I !'J THE HOLY LAND. 
54 MI:mTES - B/W - THIS POI GNANT FILM TELLS 
THE HISTORIC ORDEAL OF THE JEW, THROUGH THE 
HOLOCAUST TO STATEHOOD. 
28 MINUTES - B/W - THE BRITISH BROADCASTING 
CORPORATION TAKES A I.OOK AT ISRAEL 'S KIBBUTZ 
(COOPERATIVE VILLAGE) SYSTEM. 
14 MINUTES - COLOR - HOW THE RICH MINERAL RE-
SOURCES FROM THE DEAD SEA--THE IlJWER SPITT ON 
EARTH-- ARE EXTRACTED AND PROCESSED , AGAINST 
A BACKGROUND OF OVERPOWERING STRANGE BEAUTY. 
28 MINUTES - COLOR - A YOUNG BOY ACTS AS A 
TOURIST GUI DE TO A VISITING AMF:RICAN . THROUGH 
THE BOY1S EYES 'WE SEE A DIFFERENT VI'!<;W OF 
ISRAEL, AS HE GUIDES HIS GUEST "OFF THE BEAT'E.'-J 
TRACK ••• " 
OUR CITY--JERUSALEM 
PASSOVER 
RHYTHM OF TOMORROW 
sHEVUarH 
SIX DAYS IN JUNE 
THE Sl'ORY OF STAMPS 
succarH 
THE THIRD TEMPLE 
VISION OF CHAIM WEIZMANN 
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FIIMS ON ISRAEL (CONT 1D) 
13! MINUTES - COLOR - A MODERN FIIM MADE ONLY 
A FEW WEEKS BEFORE THE SIX-DAY WAR OF JUNE 1967 
AND THE UNIFICATION OF JERUSALEM, THE CAMERA 
TAKES US FROM THE AWE-INSPIRING HILLS SURROUND-
ING JERUSALEM TO THE DEAD SEA SCROLLS IN THE 
ISRAEL MUSEUM, THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY CAMPUS, 
THE KNESSET (ISRAEL I S PARLIAMENT) , TO THE 
RELIGIOUS SHRINES OF JUDAISM AND C~STIANITY, 
AND FAMILIARIZES US WITH THE BUSTLING ACTIVITY 
OF THE MODERN CITY. 
14! MINUTES - COLOR - THIS FIIM SHOWS HOW THE 
FESTIVAL OF PASSOVER IS CELEBRATED lN ISRAEL. 
12 MINUTES - COLOR - TECHNOLOGY HELPS A NEW 
NATION1S PROGRESS. 
14:! MINUTES - COLOR - THIS FILM SHOWS HOW THE 
FESTIVAL OF SHEVUarH IS CELEBRATED IN ISRAEL. 
13! MINUTES - B/W - A COMPILATION OF NEWSREEL 
FIIJ.1S FROM ISRAEL AND DOCUMENTARY MATERIAL FROM 
EGYPT, SHCMING THE EVENTS WHICH LED UP TO THE 
SIX-DAY WAR IN JUNE 1967. THE FILM SHOWS THE 
FIGHTIOO DUR!~ THE WAR; AND JERUSALEM LIBERAT-
ED AND UNIFIED. 
10 MINUTES - COLOR - COLORFUL PHILATELY RE-
CREATES ISRAEL• S HISTORY. 
14:t MINUTES - COLOR - SHOWS HOW THE FESTIVAL 
OF succarH IS CEIEBRATED IN ISRAEL. 
17! MINUTES - COLOR - PORTRAYING MODERN ISRAEL 
MARCHING FORWARD IN THE WAKE OF THE PERSECUTED 
WANDERING JEW. BACK-SHOWS TO HIGHLIGHTS OF THE 
JEWISH SETTUMENTS IN ISRAEL. 
21 MINUTES - B/W - A BIOGRAPHY OF ISRAELI'S 
FIRST PRESIDENT, INCORPORATES THE STORY OF 
ZIONISM AND THE RE...ESTABLISHMENT OF THE JEWISH 
PEOPLE IN THEIR LAND. 
BARS OF DESTINY 
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FII.MS OF ISRAEL (CONT 1D) 
21 MINUTES - B/W - WHY AND HOW A JEWISH STATE 
ROSE AGAIN, INDEPENDENT, IN OUR DAY; THE RECORI. 
OF THE STRUGGLE FOR THAT INDEPENDENCE, AND ITS 
RESULTS. 
• 
ABE INSTRUCTIONAL FILMS 




HEALTH AND SAFETY 
• CLEA.t-1LI:-IBSS Al'JD HEALTH ( 2nd Ed. ) 
• 
DE :-rr AL HEAL'l'H: HOW A ND i-.JHY ( 2nd Ed. ) 
DIGESTIG~ IN OUR BODIES 
HSALTHY FEET 
HEALTHY SKIN 
HEART, LUNGS AND CURCULATION 
MUSCL'&S AND BONES OF TH~ BODY 
NUTRITIO'JAL ~IBEDS OF OUR BODIES 
OUR SENSES: WHAT THEY DO FIDR US 
YOUR BODY REPAIRS fu'JD MAINTAINS ITSELF 
YJUR HEALTH: DISEASE A~D ITS CONTROL 
YOUR ~JERVOUS SYSTEM 
SAFETY ·,vITH FIRE 
LANGUAGE Ar.TS 
LEl' 1 S PRONOUNCE WELL 
MAKING SENSE WITH SENTENCES 
THE rH DNIGHT RIDE OF FAUL REVERE 
rLEADING GRO\.TH : BASIC SKILLS 
REASING GROWI'H: UNDERSTANDI'JG \-!ORD MF.ANINGS 
READI NG GRCWI'H : GETTING THE BIG IDEAS 
READING GROh'TH : ADJUST ING YOUR READING SPEEDS 
READrnG GRO'il'TH: READING CRSATIVELY 
YOU 1 LL FIND IT IN TH~ LIBRARY 
., 
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LANGUAGE ARTS (CONT'D) 
YOUR COMMUNICATION SKILLS: THE EXCHANGE OF IDEAS 
YOUR COMMUNICATION SKILLS: SPEAKING 
YOUR COMMUNICATION SKILLS: LI STENING 
YOUR COMMUNICATION SKILLS: WRITING 
YOUR CCMMUNICATION SKILLS: READING 
MATHEMATICS 
ARITHMETIC: UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM 
BRUSHING UP ON DIVISION 
BRUSHING UP ON MULTIPLICATION 
DECIMALS ARE EASY 
FRACTIONS: FINDING THE COMMON DENOMINATOR 
PERCENT - WHY AND HOW 
STORY OF MEASURING TIME: HOURS, MINUTES, SECONDS 
STORY OF OUR MONEY SYSTEM 
STORY OF OUR NUMBER SYSTEM 
STORY OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES 
MUSIC -
FOLKSONGS OF THE WESTER.~ MOVEMENT (1787-1853) 
FOLKSONGS OF WESTERN SETTLEMENT (1865-1900) 





ENGINES AND HOW THEY ',!ORK 
FRICTION AND ITS ~FFE8TS 
HEAT AND ITS BEHAVIOR 
SIMFLE DEMONSTRATIONS \'IT!! MAGNETISM 
snn::LE DEMONSTRATIONS v,TTH STATIC ELECTRICITY 
SIMFLE DEMONSTRATIONS WITH WATER 
SIMPLE MACHI 'IBS : I!'JCLINED FLANES 
SI MFLE MACHINES: u.'"'VERS 
SINPLE MACHINES: PULLEYS 
SIMFLE MACHINES: WHEELS AND AXLES 
LIFE SCIENCE 
ADAPTATIO~S OF PLANTS AND ANIMALS 
CAMOUFLAGE IN NATURE TH~UGH FORM AND COLOR MATCHING 
CAMOUFLAGE IN NATURE THROUGH PATTERN MATCHING 
THE CELL - STRUCTURAL UNIT OF LIFE 
GARDEN PLANTS AND HOW THEY GROW 
PLANTS THAT GROW FROM LBAVES, STEMS AND Rears 
TREES : HO'N WE IDENTIFY THEM 
BIRDS: HOW WE IDENTIFY THEM 
INSECT ENEMIES AND THEIR C0NTROL 
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EAHTH A~ SP ACE 
CAUSES OF THE SEASO~S 
JETS AND ROCKETS: Hrn-: THEY WO HK 
IEI' 1 S LEARN TO PRED ICT THE WEATHER 
SPACE SCIENCE: AN INTRODUCTION 
UNDERSTANDING OUR EARTH : HOW ITS SURFACE CHANGES 
UNDERSTANDING OUR EARTH: HOW ITS SURFACE CHANGES 
UNDERSTANDING OUR EARTH: ROCKS AND MINERALS 
UNDERSTANDING OUR EARTH: GLACIERS 
UNDERSTANDING OUR EARTH: SOIL 
SOCIAL STUDI F..S 
ENERGY IN OUR RIVERS 
MEANING OF CONSER~, ATION 
OUR COUNTRY'S FLAG (2nd Ed . ) 
PAPER AND PULP MAK Ir-i; 
TRANSPORTATION IN THE MODERN WORLD 
LEARNING TO STUDY YOUR STATE 
MAN USES AND CHANGES THE LAND 
CLIMATES OF THE UNITED STATES 
THE COLORADO RIVER (2nd Ed . ) 
THE COLUMBIA RIVER 
GEOGRAPHY 
THE MISSISSIPFI RIVER: BACKGROUND FOR SOCIAL STUDIES 
• NORTH AMERICA: THE CONTINENT 
THE OHIO RIVER: BACKGROUND FOR SOCIAL STUDIES 
GEOGRPAHY (CONT'D) 
GEOGRPAHY OF NEW ENGLAND 
GEOGRAPHY OF THE MIDDLE ATLANTIC STATES 
GEOGRAPHY OF THE SOUTHERN STATES 
GEOGRAPHY OF THE ~ORTH CENTRAL STATES 
GEOGRAPHY OF THE SOUTHWESTER.i'i ST ATES 
GEOGRAPHY OF THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN STATES 
GEOGRAPHY OF THE PACIFIC STATES 
HISTORY 
PLYMOUTH COLONY: THE FIRST YEAR 
COLONIAL LIFE IN THE SOUTH 
COLONIAL LIFE I~ NEW ENGLAND 
COLONIAL LIFE IN THE MIDDLE COLONIES 
DANIEL BOONE IN AMERICA'S STORY 
DAWN OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION: A LEXINGTON FAMILY 
THE SETTLERS: EARLY PIONEER Fi\HMERS OF THE GREAT LAKES REGION 
INVENTIONS I N AMERICA'S GROWfH (1750-1850) 
INVENTIONS IN AMERICA'S GROWI'H (1850-1910) 
PONY EXPRESS IN AMERICA ' S GROwrH 
ADVANCED LEVEL 






ODYSSEY OF A DROPOUT 
PERSONAL AND SOCIAL GUIDANCE 
ACTING WITH MATURITY 
MY LIFE TO LIVE 
VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE 
APTITUDES AND OCCUPATIONS (2nd Ed;) 
CAREERS IN AGRICULTURE 
CAREERS IN THE BUILDING TRADES (BASIC SKILLS) 
YOUR JOB: FINDING THE RIGHT ONE 
JOUR JOB: APPLYING FOR IT 
YOUR JOB : FITTING IN 
YOUR JOB: YOU AND YOUR BOSS 
YOUR JOB: GOOD WORK HABITS 
YOUR JOB: GETTING AHEAD 
HEALTH A ND SAFETY 
EARS: THEIR STRUCTURE AND CARE 
EYES: THEIR STRUCTURE AND CARE 
FIRST AID: FUNDAMENTALS 
TEETH: THEIR STRUCTURE AND CARE 
VD - NAME YOUR CONTACTS 
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LANGUAGE ARTS 
BETTER CHOIGE OF WORDS 
THE E"iGLISH LA:-JGUAGE: HOW IT CHANGES 
THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE : STORY OF ITS DEVELOPMENT 
GRAMMAR: VERBS AND ~·:AYS WE USE THEM 
HOW TO STUDY (2nd Ed . ) 
IMPROVE YOUR HANDWRITING 
IMPROVE YOUR PUNCTUATION 
LOOK IT UP t (DICTIONARY HABITS) 
PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURE IN ACTION (2nd Ed . ) 
PROPAGA~DA TECHNIQUES 
SENTENCES : SIMPLE, COMPOUND, COMPLEX 
SENTENCES: SUBJECT AND PREDICATE 
VERBS: ~RINCIPAL PARTS 
VERBS: RECWNIZING AND USING THEM 
v.'IRITrnG A GOOD PARAGRAFH 
WRITING BETTER BUSINESS LETTERS 
WRITING BETTER SOCIAL LETTERS 
READING IMPROVEMENT SERIES 
READING IMFROVEMENT : DEFINING THE GOOD READER 
READHlr IMPROVEMENT : wnRD RECOGNITION SKILLS 
READING IMPROVEMENT : VOCABULARY SKILLS 
READING IMPROVEMENT: COMPREHENSION SKILLS 
READING IMPROVEMENT: EFFECTIVE SPEEDS 
• 
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LANGU,\GE AfLTS (CONT'D) 
DEVELOPING READING MATURITY SERIES 
DEVELOPING READING MATURITY: 
DEVELOP ING READING MATURITY: 
DEVELOPING READING MATURITY: 
DEVELOPING READING MATURITY: 
DEVELOPING READING MATURITY: 






ARITHMETIC: ESTIYiATING AND CHECKING ANSWERS 
HOW TO FIND THE ANSHER (MATHEMATICAL PROBIBM-SOLVING) 
THE !JUMNER SYSTEM AND ITS STRUCTURE 
MUSIC 
STEPHE~ FOSTER AND HIS SONGS 
LIFE SCIENCE 
FOOD CYCLE AND FOOD CHAINS 
HEREDITY AND ENVIRONMENT 
CONSERVING OUR FORESTS TODAY 
CONSERVING OUR MINERAL RESOUCES TODAY 
CONSERVING OUR WILDLIFE TODAY 
• 
• 
EARTH AND SPACE 
LATITUDE, LONGITUDE AND TI'ME ZONES 
THE STORY OF SOIL 
WATER FOR THE COMMUNITY 
PHYSICAL SCI ENCE 
SIMPLE MACHINES: WORK AND MECHANCIAL ADVANT AGE 
STORY OF ELECTRICITY - THE GREEKS TO FRANKLIN 
STGRY OF ILLUMINATION 
THE HOUSEFLY AND ITS CONTROL 
HOW LIVING ~H INGS CHANGE 
BIOLOGY 
INFECTIOUS DISEASES AND MAN-MADE DEFENSES 
INFECTIOUS DISEASES AND NATURAL BODY DEFENSES 
THE MOSQUITO AND ITS CONTROL 
PLAifl' - ANIMAL COMMUNITIES: THE CHANGING BALANCE OF NATURE 
PLANT-ANIYJ.AL COMMUNITIES: ECOLCGICAL SUCCESSION 
PLANT-ANINAL COMMUNITIES: INTERRELATIONSHIPS 
PLANT-ANIMAL COMMUNITIES: Pl.fYSICAL ENVIRONMENT 
REPRODUCTION IN PLANTS 
REPRODUCTION IN ANIMALS 
THE HUMAN BODY: REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM 
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CITIZENSHIP AND GOVERNMENT 
BASIC COURT PROCEDURES 
COMNUNITY GOVERNMENTS: HOW THEY FUNCTION 
CURREN!' EVENTS: UNDERSTANDING AND EVALUATING THEM 
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT: THE PLAN OF ORGANIZATION 
FEDERAL TAXATION (2nd Ed.) 
HOW WE ELECT OUR REPRESENTATIVES (2nd Ed.) 
IMPROVING AMERICA'S HEALTH 
THE MEANING OF PATRIOTISM 
OUR LIVING CONSTITUTION 
OUR LIVING DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE 
POPULATION PATTERNS IN THE UNITED STATES 
STATE IEGISLATURE IN ACTION 
WASHINGTON D.C.: STORY OF OUR CAPITAL 
WHO ARE THE PEOPLE OF AMERICA? 
WORLD GEOGRAPHY 
CLIMATE AND THE WORLD WE LIVE IN 
LANDFORMS AND HUMAN USE 
NORI'H AMERICAN REGIONS SERIES 
NORTH AMERICAN REGIONS: THE ATLANTIC .tJD GULF COASTAL FU.MS 
NORI'H AMERICAN RffiIONS': THE APPALCHIAN HIGHLANDS 
NORTH AMERICAN REGIONS: THE CENTRAL LOWLANDS 
NORTH AMERICAN REGIONS: THE GREAT PLAINS 
NORTH AMERICAN REGIONS: THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS 
• 
NORTH AMERICAN RIDIONS SERIES 
NORTH AMERICAN REGIONS: THE INTERMOUNTAIN HIGHLANDS 
NORTH AMERICAN RIDIONS: THE PACIFIC COAST 
UNITED STATES HISTORY 
AMERIC AN REVOUJTION: THE BACKGROUND PERIOD 
AMERICAN REVOUJTION: THE WAR YEARS 
AMERICAN REVOLUTION: THE POSTWAR PERIOD 
BF.GINNINGS AND GROWfH OF INDUSTRIAL AMERICA 
THE CIVIL WAR: BACKGROUND ISSUES (1820-1860) 
THE CIVIL WAR: FIRST TWO YEARS 
THE CIVIL WAR: 1863-1865 
THE CIVIL WAR: POSTWAR PERIOD 
ABRAHAM LINCOLN: A BACKGROUND STUDY 
GROWI'H OF BIG BUSINESS IN AMERICA (1865-1900) 
GROWTH OF FARMING IN AMERICA (1865-1900) 
THE LABOR MOVEMENT : BEGINNING AND GROWI'H IN AMERICA 
I MMIGRATION IN AMERICA'S HISTORY 
UNITED STATES IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY 1920-1932 
UNITED STATES IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY 1932-1940 
THE WHITE HOUSE, PAST AND PRESENT 
• 




SAY WHAT YOU MEAN ( 16mm) 
WHY DO PEOPLE MISUNDERSTAND EACH OTHER? (16mm) 
ONE THING YOU CAN'T HIDE (Recording 
ETIQUETTE 
MANNERS MAKE A DIFFERENCE (Filmstrip Series) 
HEALTH 
YOUR BODY AND HOW TO TAKE CARE OF IT (Filmstrip Series) 
MONEY MANAGEMENT 
A NEW LOOK AT BUDGETING (Filmstrip Series) 
YOUR WORLD AND MONEY II 
YOOR MONEY' S WORTH IN SHOPPING 11 11 
MANAGING YOUR CLarHING DOLLAR 11 
FOCUS ON FOOD DOLLARS 
PAYDAY PITFALLS (16mm) 
II 
II 




HUMAN RELATIONS & PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT 
CHARACTER MAKES A DIFFERENCE (Filmstrip Series) 
FUNDAMENTALS OF THINKING (Filmstrip Series) 
YOUR EDUCATIONAL GOALS (Filmstrip Series) 
ECONOMICAL STUDY HABITS (Filmstrip) 
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HUMAN RELATIONS -(CONI' 1D) 
IT 1S EASIER TO WIN (Recording) 
THE MAGIC WORD (ATTITUDE) (Recordi~) 
INNER MAN STEPS our ( 16mm) 
IF I WERE YOU ( 16mm) 
FOR WHICH WE STAND--TO BE HELD IN HONOR (16mm) 
NO MAN ALONE (16mm) 
JEALOUSY ( 16mm) 
HOW MUCH AFFECTION? (16mm) 
IS THIS LOVE? ( 16mm) 
FEELING OF DEPRESSION (16Imn) 
FEELING OF HOSTILITY ( 16mm) 
FEELING OF REJECTION (16mm) 
CITIZENSHIP 
WHAT MAKES DEIDCRACY GREAT? (Filmstrip) 
DEIDCRACY IN ACTION (Filmstrip Series) 
FREEDOM AND YOU ( 16mm) 
MY COUNTRY TIS OF THEE ( 16mm) 
HERITAGE OF FREEDOM (16mm) 
OLD GLORY (16mm) 
ECONCMICS 
ARITHMETIC & BUSINESS (Filmst rip) 
UNDERSTANDING INSURANCE (Filmstrip) 
MONEY & BANKIOO (Filmstrip) 
OCCUPATIONAL EDUCAT ION (Filmstrip) 
• 
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ECONOMICS (CON'T 1D) 
FUNDAMENTALS OF ECONOMICS (Filmstri p Series) 
VIDEO TAPES 
12 lecture sessions - 22 video tapes on Research design, 
methodology given by Dr. W.W. Jenkins, Aurburn University. Time: 16! Hrs. 
1-(one-hour video tape on Social Security by Mr. John Long of the 
Social Security Office. 
1-(one-hour) video tape discussion with inmates and Parole Super-
visors -- Jim Morrison, El.mo Graves -- concerning parole rules and regu-
lations. 
2-(half hour) video tape discussi ons of irur.ites with Norman Ussery, 
member, Pardons and Paroles Board. 
2-(one-hour) tapes of Lee Allen Ford, Department of Mental Health, 
dis cussing alcohol and drugs with inmates . 
?-video tapes of Dr. Clarence J. Rosecrans, University of Alabama 
Medical Center, Director of Psychological Services, Smolian Clinic, 
lecturing on human development in relation to traini~. 4! hours. 
1-video tape discussion by Jimmy Dabbs, ex-felon, with pre-lease 
class . Used for motivation. 2 hours. 
MOVIE..'.3 AND FILMSTRIPS 
l - 16mm movie "TEACHING MACHINES AND PROGRAM LEARNING." 
l - 16mm movie "THE ODDS AGINST. 11 
l - filmstrip w/record, pamphlet. "THE SELECTION AND USE OF PROO RAM 
INSTRUCTION. 11 
5 - filmstrips w/pamphlets~ "ROOM FOR LEARNT~. 11 
8 - f ilmstrip~ w/aduio tapes about Systematic Instruction. 
AABEDC FII.MSTRIPS 
JACKSONVILLE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 
JACKSONVILLE , ALABAMA 
FILMSTRIPS - AABEDC 
JACKSO~VILLE UNIVZRSITY LIBRARY 
OUR NEWSPAPER TELLS US ABOUT THE WORLD 
YOU AND YOUR NEWSPAPER 
!EARNING TO FOLIDW INSTRUCTIONS - 16 MM 
YOU WANT TO :MAKE A GOOD IMPRESSION 
HCM CA.'I I UNDERSTAND OTHER PEOPLE 
WAYS PEOPLE MUST GET ALONG 
WE EARN OUR PRIVILF.GES 
NOAH AND THE ARK 
THE BABY KING 
FREEDOM OF RELIGION 
FREEDOM OF WORSHIP 
BUSINESS IN OUR CITY 
WORKING IN THE CITY 
THINKING FOR YOURSELF 
MAKING YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD BETTER 
YOUR BOSS IS PROUD OF YOU 
THE STORY OF AMERICAS PIDPLE 
A HOUSE DIVIDED 
THE NEGRO FACES THE 20th CENTURY 
THE NEXrRO IN CIVIL WAR AND RF.CONSTRUCTION 
THE NEGRO IN THE GUILDED AGE 
I 
THE NEGRO FIGHTS FOR THE FOUR FREEDCMS 
THE THRESHHOLD OF EQUALITY 
DEMOCkACY AT WORK 
BASIC IDEAS OF DEMOCRATIC ECONOMICS 
BASIC IDEAS OF DEMOCRATIC GOVERNMENT 
BASIC IDEAS OF DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY 
FILJ.IBTRIPS - AABEDC ( Cont I d) 
JACKSONVILLE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 
BY AND FOR THE PEOPLE 
CITIZENS IN A DEMOCRACY 
SOLVING COMMUNITY PROBLF.MS 
WE SOLVE A COMMUNITY PROBLEM . 
EQUALITY BEFORE THE LAW 
TESTS ON RIGHTS AND DUTIES 
FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION 
FREEDOM OF SPEECH 
YOUR BILL OF RIGHTS 
A GOOD CITIZEN COOPERATES WITH arHERs 
A GOOD CITIZEN IS WELl, INFORMED 
HOW FOREIGNERS BECAME CITIZENS 
HUMAN RESOURCES 
YOUR AMERICAN CITIZENSHIP 
WE USE OUR HEADS, WORK TOOEI'HER 
MANY HELPERS IN OUR COMMUNITY 
EVERYO~E USE MONEY 
CONSERVATICN - YOUR STATE IN THE FUTURE 
HOW WE GEI' IT - NATURAL RESOURCES 
MEANING OF CONSERVATION 
UNLIMITED WANTS - LIMITED RESOURCES 
WE NEED RULES AND LAWS 
ACHIEVEMENTS AND PROBLEMS OF THE UNITED NATIONS 
THE CITIZEN AND HIS COURTS 
BEING ACTIVE IN THE GOVERNMENT 
HELPING OUR TOWN GOVERNMENT 
LOOAL GOVERNMENT 
Page 2 
FII.MSI'RIPS - AABEDC ( Cont I d) 
J ACKSONVILLE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 
THE THREE BRANCHES OF OUR GOVER.'JMENT (Tran~par ency) 
YOU AND YOUR GOVERNMENT 
THE CONGRESS 
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT AND AGENCIES 
5rATE GOVERNMENT 
LAW AND ORDER 
WE HAVE AN ARMY 
WE HAVE A NAVY 
HOSPITAL HELPERS 
HOW OUR CITIES ENFORCE THE LAW 
POUCE DEPARTMENT 
THE POLICE DEPARTMENT HELPERS 
THE POLICEMAN (Super Loop) 
THE POUCEMAN 
WE HAVE POLICEMEN 
THE LINEMAN (Super Loop) 
THE SERVICE STATION (Super Loop) 
HOW LAWS PRarECT THE CITIZEN 
EDUCATION 
THE CUSTODIAN 
HOW TO sruoY 
IMPROVE YOUR STUDY HABITS 
WAYS IN WHICH PEOPLE MUsr GET ALOi'lG 
AN AGE OF CHANGE 
THE JOB INTERVIEW 
SOME IDEAS ABOtrr READIOO 
WORD BEXzINNING CLUES 
WOOD SOUNDS 
Page 3 
FILMSTRIPS - AABEDC (Cont'd) 
JACKSONVILLE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 
HANDWRITING FOR BffiINNERS: Manuscript-Primary (16 11111 film) 
GOOD CITIZEN GROWS IN RESPONSIBILITY 
GOOD CITIZEi~ LIVES HONESTLY 
GOOD CITIZEN RESPECTS PROPERTY 
Page 4 
CITIES AND COMMERCE: WHERE WE GET OUR GOODS AND SERVICES PRIMARY (16 mm) 
SUPERMARKET HELPERS (Study Print) 
WRITING AND PRINTIOO 
HISTORY OF AREA MEASURE 
HISTORY OF LINEAR MEASURE 
HISTORY OF OUR CALENDAR 
HISTORY OF OUR NUMBER SYSTEM 
HISTORY OF TELLING TIME 
HISTORY WEIGHT-VOWME MEASURE 
HOW A RULER HELPS US 
HOW LONG IS IT? - MEASURING 
HOW MUCH WILL IT HOLD? - MEASURES 
MEASURING THINGS-BULK AND LIQUID 
THE STORY OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES 
CELEBRATING CHRISTMAS 
CELEBRATING INDEPENDENCE DAY 
CELEBRATING THANKSGIVING 
CELEBRATING WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY 
STORY OF THANKSGIVING 
EASTER 
BELLS AT CHRISTMAS 
CELEBRATING FLAG DAY 
CELEBRATING INDEPENDENCE DAY 
FIIMSTRIPS - AABEDC (Cont'd) 
J.ACKSONVILLE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 
EASTER 
THE EASTER SEASON 
OUR CHRISTMAS HERITAGE 
OUR THANKSGIVING DAY 
WE HONOR OUR FLAG 
BED-Kr PROMPT 
CONDUCT AND MISBEHAVIOR ON THE STREETS 
DIALING YOUR NUMBER (Transparency) 
EVERYDAY LANGUAGE SKILLS, GRADE l (Study Print) 
II II 11 , GRADE 2 (Study Print) 
EVERYDAY LA~UAGE SKILLS, GRADE 3 (Study Print) 
EVERYDAY LANGUAGE SKILLS, GRADE 4 (Study Print) 
EVERXDAY LANGUAGE SKILLS, GRADE 5 (Study Print) 
STORY OF WRIT ING 
ADJECTIVES 
ADVERBS 
BUILDING BETTER SENTENCES - Im'ERMEDIATE & JR. HIGH (16 mm) 
KINDS OF SENTENCES 
MAKING WORDS AGREE 
MR. ADVERB - MAN OF ALL WORK 
NOUNS 
PARTS OF THE SENTENCE OR CLAUSE 
PHRASES AND CLAUSES 
POSSESSIVES, CONTRACTIONS, AND ABBREVIATIONS 
PREPOSITIONS AND OTHER PARTS OF SPEECH 




FIU'srnIPS - AAaEDC ( Cont I d) 
JACKSONVILLE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 
REFLEXIVE, RELATIVE, AND INTERRCGATIVE PRONOUNS 
USING PERSONAL PRONOONS 
USirl'.i PUNCTUATION MARKS 
THE VERB AND THE SENTENCE 
VERBS 
WHAT IS A SOOENCE 
WOOD DEI'ECTIVE 
WORDS TELLING HOW, WHEN, AND WHERE 
~RDS THAT DESCRIBE TH~GS 
WORDS THAT NAME THINGS 
WORDS THAT SHOW ACTION 




THE CH AND J SOUNDS 
THE "CH" AND THE "SH" SOUND 
COLON, SEMI:..COLON AND DASH 
THE COMMA, PART I 
THE COMMA, PART II 
THE COMMA, PAR!' III 
CONSONANT SOUNDS AND LET'f!RS 
FUN WITH WORDS 
HEARING SOUNDS AND \!«)RDS 
HKARING VOWEL SOUNDS PART A & B 
IMPROVE YOUR PUNCTUATION 
IMPROVE YOUR SPELLING 
INTRODUCTION TO SPELLING SENSI ( record) 
Fll.MSTRIPS - AABEDC (Cont'd) 
JACKSOWILIE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 
THE KAND G SOUNDS 
I.ETTERS A."m SOUNDS 
MAKING AN OUTLINE 
THEM, N, AND NG SOUNDS 
MY TALKING HELPERS 
OTHER WORDS 
THE P AND B SOUNDS 
PUTI'ING SOUNDS TOOEI'HER 
QUOTATION MARKS 
QUOTATION MARKS AND ITALICS 
RHYME TIME 
THE 11S11 SOUND AND THE 11 211 SOUND (record) 
THE SEMI COLON AND COLON 
THE SOUND OF LETTERS 
SOUND SKILLS, VOL. I (record) 
SOUND VARIATIONS (record) 
SOUNDS FOR YOUNG READERS, VOL. I (record) 
SOUND~ FOR YOUNG READERS, VOL. II ( r ecord) 
SOUNDS FOR YOUNG READERS, VOL. III ( record) 
SOUNDS WE HEAR ON A FARM 
SPELLING (tach-x-strips) 
SPELLING 1 - SOME PROBLEMS 
SPELLING 2 - SEEING AND HARING 
SPELLING 3 - MEMORY AIDS 
SPELLING 4 - USE OF THE DICTIONARY 
STUDYING LONG WORDS 
THE T AND D SOUNDS 
USING CAPITAL LETTERS AND PUNCTUATION 
Page 7 
F IlllSTRIPS - AABEDC ( Cont I d) 
JACKSONVILLE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 
USING SENTENCES 
THE V<JwEL, BACK..OONE OF A SYLLABLE 
WHAT WE HAVE LEARN:W 
THE WH, W, AND H SOUNDS 
BIDINNING CONSONANT SOUNDS 
BIDINNING CONSONANT SOUNDS B 
CONSONANT SOUNDS F 
THE F AND V SOUNDS 
LETTERS WHICH WORK TOOETHER F 
THE L SOUND 
LONG VOWEL SOUNDS F 
THE R SOUND 
THE S AND Z SOUNDS 
THE SH SOUND 
THE TH OOUND 
TRICKY CONSONANT SOUNDS F 
WHAT WE HAVE LEARNED 
GEM'ING TO KNOW WORDS 
HOW WARDS ARE MADE 
IMPROVE YOUR VOCABLARY 
LISTENIOO TO OOUNDS F 
MORE SINGLE-LETTER SOUNDS - J,P,G,R,N,H,M 
MORE SOUNDS IN RHYMES F 
Roors OF WORDS 
SirlzLE-LETTER SOUNDS - L,T,F,CiS,B,D 
SOUNDS IN RHYMES - W,B ,K,Q,x,:r,z 
STORIES BEHIND WORDS 
Page 8 
FII.J.1STRIPS - AABEDC (Cont'd) 
JACKSONVILLE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 
'00-LETTER SOUNDS F 
USING PWRALS CORRECTLY 
VOCABULARY l COMMUNICATION 
VOCABULARY 2 WORD BACKGROUND 
VOCABULARY 3 DEVELOPMENT 
VOCABULARY L~ COMMUNICATION 
WORDS AND THEIR BADKGROUNDS 
THE DICTIONARY - PART 2 
FINDING AND USU{; EXACT MEANINGS 
PUTTING DICTIONARY SKILLS TO WORK 
UNDERSTANDING THE PARTS OF SPEECH 
USING A DICTIONARY 
USING THE COMPLETE ENTRY 
ADJECTIVE CLAUSES AND RELATIVE PRONOUNS 
ADJECTIVES AND ADVERBS 
ADVERBIAL CLAUSES 
MR. VERB - MAN OF ACTION 
THE NAME CALLING MR. NOUN 
GRAMMAR 3 - NOUNS 
NOUNS 
NOUNS AND PRONOUNS 
NOUNS AND THE!R USES 
PARI'S OF SPEECH (16 nm) 
PARTS OF SPE~H (transparency) 
THE POSSESSIVE MR. NOUN 
PREPOSITION AND CONJUNCTION 
PRONOUNS 
PRONOUNS AND THEIR USES 
Page 9 
FILMSTRIPS - AABEDC (Cont'd) 
JACKSONVILLE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 
A SICOND VISIT TO MR. PRONOUN 
THE SF.NTENCE 
SIMPLE SENTENCES 
THE SINGULAR AND THE PLURAL MR. NOUN 
SOME WORDS MEAN TWO THINGS 
SUBJECT AND PREDICATE 
SUFFIXES AND PREFIXED 
TRANSITIVE VERBS AND DIRECT OBJECTS 
USING LANGUAGE CORRECTLY 
USING PARTS OF SPEEX:H 
USING PERFECT TENSES 
USING PUNCTUATION 
VERBS 
VERBS - MOTORS OF SF.NTENCES 
VERBS AND THEIR SUBJECTS 
WHICH SENTENCE IS RIGHT? 
WHY STUDY GRAMMAR? 
WRITil'ls CONVERSATION 
AIDS IN SPELLING 
MEND YOUR SPEECH 
SEEL'lG, HEARING, SPELLING 1 
SPELLING PROBLEMS 
SPELLING RULES 
HCW TO DEVELOP A GOOD VOCABULARY 
IMPORTANCE OF VOCABULARY 
IMPROVIOO YOUR VOCABULARY - INTERMEDIATE ( 16 mm) 
.'ALPHABET 
Page 10 
FII.MSTRIPS - AABEDC ( Cont I d) 




IMPROVE ·YOUR READING 
LEFT TO RIGHT SEQUENCE 
RECOGNITION PHASES 
SIMILARITIES 
STORIES FOR SPECIAL DAYS 
STORY PRACTICES 
VISUAL DISCRIMINATION 
THE UNIVERSE AROUm) US (Recol'd) 
WHAT THINGS ARE MADE OF 
SCIENCE EXPERIMENTS 
SOME THINGS DISSOLVE 
WHY THINGS FLOAT 
ADDING WITH FRACTIONS 
BASE TEN (Standard Loop) 
BIDINNIOO THE NUMBER CONCEPTS ( 16 mm) 
COUNTING (Standard Loop) 
DECIMAL NUMERATION SYSTEM ( 16 mm) 
DIRECTED NUMBERS ( Standard Loop) 
DIVISION ( 16 mm) 
ESTil'!A.TING QUOTIENTS: WHOLE NUMBERS 
EXPERIMENTING WITH AREA 
FRACTIONS (Standard Loop) 
FRAMES (Standard Loop) 
INEQUALITIES (Standard Loop) 
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LINKING MULTIPLICATION AND ADDITION 
MATHEMATICAL SENTENCE (Standard Loop) 
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS (Transparencies) 
MULTIPLICATION AND ITS PROPERTIES ( 16 MM f'ilm) 
NAMES FOR NUMBERS 
ONE HAND ARrrHMETIC - BASE FIVE 
PLACE VAWE AND SUBTRACTION 
SET GAME (Standard Loop) 
SIGNED NUMBERS (Standard Loop) 
SUBTRACTION ( 16 MM Film) 
TWO PROPERTIES OF ADDITION 
WHAT ARE NUMBERS 
ADDING AND SUBTRACTING TWO-PLACE NUMBERS 
ADDING FRACTIONS 
ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION I 
ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION II 
ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION 
ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION: DECIMALS 
ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION ARE RELATED 
ADDITION WITH D~IMALS 
ANGLES AND TRIANGLES 
AREAS GEOMETRIC FIGURES 
AREAS OF TRIANGULAR REGIONS 
SAR GRAPHS (Transparency) 
BAR GRAPHS 
BASIC PRINCIPLES OF NUMBERS - THE ASSOCIATIVE - THE CUMULATIVE 
THE ZERO AND ONE (Transparency) 
THE BROKEN LINE GRAPH 
BUILDING NUMBERS WITH BASE 10 - (Transparency) 
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CAN YOU MAKE CHANGE 
CHANGING THE GROUPING (addition & subtraction) 
CHANGING THE GROUPING (multiplication &· division) 
CHANGING THE ORDER (nrultiplication & division) 
CIRCLE GRAPHS 
CLASSIFICATION OF TRIANGLES 
COLUMN ADDITION 
COMMON DEMONINATORS 
COMMON DENOMINATORS: ADDITION & SUBl'RACTION 
COMMUTATIVE LAW (Transparency) 
COMPARING FRACTIONAL NUMBERS 
COMPOUND SUBTRACTION 
COUNTING TO 20 
DECIMAL FRACTIONS 
DECIMAL NUMERATION SYSTEM 
DECIMAL IN DIVISION 
DECIMALS IN MULTIPLICATION 
THE DISTRIBUTIVE POOPERTY 
DIVIDING WHOLE NUMBERS BY FRACTIONS 
DIVIDING THINGS INTO PARTS 
DIVIDING WITH DECIMALS 
DIVISION AI.OORTHM 
DIVISION: FRACTIONAL NUMBERS 
THE ELEMENTS OF A SET (Transparency) 
THE EMPTY SET (Transparency) 
EQUAL SETS - EQUIVALENT SETS (Transparency) 
EQUATION 
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ESTIMATING IN DECIMALS - MULTIPLICATION 
ESTIMATING SUMS: FRACTIONS 
ESTIMATION IN DIVISION 
EXPANDED NUMERALS 
EXPERIMENTING WITH THE CIRCLE 
EXPLORING NUMBERS 
EXPONENTS 
FACTORS AND PRIMES 
FIND ING FACTORS 
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FI~DING THE NUMBER OF EACH OF A GIVEN NUMBER OF F.QUIVALENT SETS (Tranaparenc7) 
FRACTIONAL PARTS OF A WHOIE AND OF SETS 
FRACTIONS: DECIMAL NOTATION 
FRACTIONS OF A GROUP 
FRAME ARITHMETIC 
FUNCTIONS (Transparency) 
FUNCTIONS AND POINTS ON THE NUMBER LINE (Transparency) 
GETTING ACQUAINI'ED WITH NUMBERS 
A GRAPH TELLS A STORY 
GRAPHS IN DAILY LIFE 
GRAPHING (Transparency) 
GRAPHING-FUNCTIONS (Transparency) 
GRAPHING-NUMBER PAIRS (Transparency) 
GRAPHING-THE NUMBER LINE (Transparency) 
GREATEST COMMON FACTOR 
HOW LARGE IS A FRACTION? 
HOW MANY? 
THE IMPORTANCE OF 11011 (Transparency) 
INEQUALITIES (Esco) Transparency) 
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INEQUALITIES (Popular Science)(Transparency) 
INTERSOOTION OF SETS (Transparency) 
INTERSECTION OF SETS/UNION OF SETS (Transparency) 
INTRODUCING DECIMAL NOTATION 
INTRODUCING PERCENT 
INTRODUCTION TO AREA 
INTRODUCTION TO AREA 
INTRODUCTION TO BASE FIVE 
INTRODUCTION TO GRAPHS 
INTRODUCTION TO IRRATIONAL NUMBERS 
INTRODUCTION TO MEASUR™ENT 
INTRODUCTION PERCENT 
INTRODUCTION TO PROBLEM SOI.V,ING 
INTRODUCTION TO SETS (Transparency) 
INVERSE OPERATIONS-ADDITION & SUBTRACTION 
INVERSE OPERATIONS-MULTIPLICATION & DMSION 
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INVERSE PROPERTY-PROPERTIES OF ADDITIOO-PROPERTIES OP MULTIPLICATION 
INVESTIGATI?U CLOSURE - ADDITION & SUBTRACTION 
INVESTIGATING NIDATIVE NUMBERS 
LEARNING ABOUT EQUATIONS 
LEARNING ABOUT INEQUALITIES 
LEAST COMMON MULTIPIES 
LEAST' COMMON MULTIPLIES 
LET'S PLAY NUMBERS 
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MEANING OF DFX:IMALS 





MODERN MATHEMATICS, PENNIES, NICKELS, DIMES, QUARTl!JlS 
MORE NUMBERS AND NUMERALS 
MORE PERCENTAGE PROBLEMS 
MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION 
MIJLTIPUCATION AND DIVISION ARE RELATED 
MULTIPLICATION FORMS AND DISTRIBUTIVE PROPERTY 
MULTIPUCATION OF DECIMALS 
MULTIPUCATION WITH FRACTIONS 
MULTIPLYING FRACTIONS BY FRACTIONS 
NAMING NUMBERS 
NUMBER BASES 
NUMBER CONCEPTS (Transparency) 
NUMBER-NUMBER WORD-NUMERAL (Transparency) 
A NUMBER FAMILY IN ADDITION 
NUMBER PATTERNS - AVERAGE 
NUMBER STORIES OF 7 & 8 
NUMBER STORIES OF 9 & 10 
NUMBER STORIES OF 11 & 12 
NUMBER STORIES OF lJ to 18 
NUMBER THEORY (Transparency) 
NUMBERS ALL AROUND US 
NUMBERS AND NUMERALS 
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NUMBERS AS THE EL™ENTS OF A SET (Transparency) 
NUMBERS IN THE BASE OF TEN (Transparency) 
NUMBERS SENSE - BASE 5 (Transparency) 
NUMBERS THROUGH THE AGES 
THE NUMERAL 10 (Transparency) 
ONE AND NUMBERS (Tranparency) 
ONE TO ONE MATCHIOO SETS (Transparency) 
100 and 1000 - BASED ON 10 (Transparency) 
OPEN SENTENCES 
OUR NUMBER SYSTEM 
PA'ITERNS IN NUMBERS 




PROBLEM SOLVING - ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION 
PROBLEMS: OPERATION 
PRODUCTS OF FRACTIONAL NUMBERS 
THE PROPERI'IES OF ADDITION 
PROPERTIES OF ADDITIOO: FRACTIONAL NUMBERS 
PROPERTIES OF MULTIPLICATION: FRACTIONAL NUMBERS 
PROPERTIES OF NUMBERS: ADDITION & SUBTRACTION 
PROPERTIES OF NUMBERS: MULTIPLICATION & DIVISION 
PROPERTIES OF MULTIPLICATION: FRACTIONAL NUMBERS 
RATIONAL NUMBER SYSTEM 
READING AND WRITING WHOLE NUMBERS 
lUNAMI~ NUMBERS FOR MULTIPLICATION 
RECOONIZING NUMBERS 
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RENAMING NUMBERS FOR SUBTRACTION 
SCALE DRAWINGS AND TABLES 
SEPARATING A SET INI'O EQUIVALENT SUBSETS (Traneparenc7) 
SET APPROACH TO L. C.D. 
SETS AND NUMBERS 
SET CLOSURE (Transparency) 
SET NOl'ATIONS (Transparency) 
SETS (Transparency) 
SETS tREFIECTIVE AND TRANSITIVE) '. (Transparen~) 
SETS WITH THE SAME NUMBER OF ELEMENTS (Transparenc7) 
THE SHORT FORM OF DIVISION 
SIGN LANGUAGE 
SOLUTION SETS 
SOLVING EQUATIONS SUBTRACTION 
SOLVING INEQUALITIES 
SOLVIOO PERCENTAGE PROBLEMS 
SOLVING PROBLEMS 
SOLVING PROBLEKS - GRADES 3 & 4 
SOLVING PROBLEMS - GRADES 5 & 6 
SOLVING PROBLEMS MULTIPLICATIOO AND DIVISIOO 
THE STORE KEEPER 
THE STORY OF LINEAR MEASUREMENT 
THE STORY OF IDNEY 
THE STORY OF MEASURE2-1ENl' 
SUBSETS (Transparency) 
SUBTRACT TO FIND OUT 
SYMMEI'RIC (Transparency) 
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SYSTIMS OF NUMERATION 
SYSTEMS OF NUMERATION 
10, 100 and 1000 - BASED ON 5 (TraMparency) 
TIC-TOC AND SPAN-MEASUREMENT 
THE TREES 
TRUE/FALSE STATEMENTS AND OPEN snrrENCES 
TWO-FIGURE DIVISION 
THE TWO'S IN DIVISION 
TWO PROPERTIES OF ADDITION: COMMUTATIVE, ASSOCIATIVE 
TWO PROPERTIES OF MULTIPLICATION: COMMUTATIVE, ASSOOliTIV! 
UNION OF SETS (Transparency) 
USING MIXED NUMBERS 
USING ONE TO RENAME FRACTIONS 
USING PERCENT 
VENN DIAGRAMS (Transparency) 
VOCABULARY OF SETS 
WAYS OF LOOKING AT PERCENT 
WEIGHTS AND MEASURES 
WHAT IS FRACTION? 
WHAT NUMBERS MEAN 
WHOLE NUMBERS (Transparency) 
WHOLE NUMBER SYSTEM 
WHOLES AND PARTS 
WORKING WITH FRACTIONS 
WRITI~ FRACTIONS 
ZERO A PLACE-HOLDER 
ZERO AND ONE 
ZERO IN MULTIPLICATION 
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THE ANCIENT HOMAN NUMERALS (•rransparency) 
DECIMALS (Transparency) 
DIGITS (Transparency) 
FINGER NUMERALS (Transparency) 
FROM 99 to 100 (Transparency) 
HINDU NUMERALS (Transparency) 
THE IDDERN ROMAN NUMERALS (Transparency) 
THE NUMBER SYSTEM (Transparency) 
ORDINALS AND CARDINALS (Transparency)· 
FINDING AVERAGES (Transparency) 
THE ABACUS (Transparency) 
ADDING - BASE 5 (Transparency) 
ADDING RATIONAL NUMBERS (Transparency) 
ADDING THREE NUMBERS (Transparency) 
ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION (Transparency) 
ADDITION BY SEl'S (Transparency) 
ADDITION OF 2-DIGIT NUMBERS (Transparency) 
ADDITION - THE UNION OF SEl'S (Transparency) 
ADDITION WITH SEVERAL MULTIDIGIT NUMERALS (Transparency) 
ANOI'HER WAY OF USING TEN IN ADDITION (Transparency) 
ANOI'HER WAY OF USING TEN IN SUBTRACTION (Tre.napa.renoy) 
DEFINITION - SET (Transparency) 
EXPANDED NOI'ATION - PART I (Transparency) 
EXPANDED NOTATION - PAR!' II (Transparency) 
GROOPING PRINCIPLE OF ADDITION (Transparency) 
INDENTITY PROPERTY - PROPERI'IES OF ADDITION - PROPERTI&S at 
MULTIPLICATION (T.ransparency) 
A MULTIDIGIT SUBTRACTION AI.GORISM - TWO 0-DIGITS IN THE 
MINUEND (Transparency) 
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THE NUMBER LINE - ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION (Transparency) 
ORDER PRINCIPLE OF ADDITION (Transparency) 
PROBIEMS IN ADDITION (Transparency) 
PROBLEMS IN SUBTRACTION (Transparency) 
PROPERTIES OF ADDITION - COMMUTATIVE PROPERTY (Transparency) 
REPEATED ADDITION OF THE SAME NUMBER (Transparency) 
SQUARES AND SQUARE Roars (Trans~:>arency) 
STILL ANOTHER WAY OF USING TEN IN SUBTRACTION (Transparency) 
SUBTRACTION OF 2-DIGIT NUMBERS (Transparency) 
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SUBTRACTION WITH RENAMING - 1-DIGIT SUBTRAHEND (Transparency) 
SUBTRACTION WITH RENAMING - ONE 0-DIGIT IN THE MINUEND (Trans.) 
SUBTRACTION WITH RENAMING - 2-DIGIT SUBTRAHEND (Transparency) 
SUBTRACTION WITHOUT RENAMING - 1-DIGIT SUBTRAHEND (Transparency) 
SUBTRACTION WITHOUT RENAMING - 2-DIGIT SUBTRAHEND (Transparency) 
SUMS NAMED BY 3 DIGIT NUMERALS (Transparency) 
USING PLACE VALUE IN ADDING TWO NUMBERS-WITH RENAMING (Trans.) 
USING PLACE VALUE IN ADDING TWO NUMBERS-WITH RENAMING (Trans.) 
CONSTRUCTING THE BASIC MULTIPLICATION TABLE (Transparency) 
DISTRIBUTIVE LAW (Transparency) 
DISTRIBUTIVE FROPERI.'Y (Transparency) 
DIVISION (Transparency) 
FUNCTIONS IN MULTIPLICATION (Transpal'!3ncy) 
FUNCTIONS L~ MULTIPLICATION, II (Transparency) 
THE GROUPING PRINCIPLE OF MULTIPLICATION (Transparency) 
l'.AKING USE OF THE ASSOCIATIVE PROPERTY OF MULTIPLICATION (Trans.) 
MULTIPLICATION (Transparency) 
MULTIPLICATION (Transparency) 
MULTIPLICATION - ADDITION PRrnCIPLE (Transparency) 
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MULTIPLICATION - BASE 5 (Transparency) 
MULTIPLICATION BY SETS (Transparency) 
MULTIPLICATION CAN BE DISTRIBUTIVE OVER ADDITIOO (Trana.) 
MULTIPLICATION NUMEliALS AND PRODUCTS (Transparency) 
MULTIPLICATION OF THREE DIGIT NUMBERS (Transparency) 
MULTIPLICATION OF TWO DIGIT NUMBERS (Transparency) 
MULTIPLICATION OF WHOLE NUMBERS IS ASSOCIATIVE ·{Transparency) 
MULTIPLICATION OF WHOLE NUMBERS rs COMMUTATIVE (Transparency) 
MULTIPLICATION - ZERO - ONE PRINCIPLE (Transparency) 
MULTIPLYING RATIONAL NUMBERS (Transparency) 
THE NUMBER LINE (Transparency) 
THE NUMBER LINE - MULTIPLICATION - DIVISION (Transparenc7) 
ORDER PRINCIPLE OF XULTIPLICATION (Transparency) 
PATTERNS IN THE MULTIPLICATION TABLE (Transparency) 
PROBLEMS IN DIVISION (Transparency) 
PROBLEMS IN MULTIPLICATION (Transparency) 
QUOI'IENTS AND REMAINDERS (Transparency) 
RELATION OF MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION (Transparency) 
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SUMMARY AND GENERALIZATION OF THE PROPERTIES OF MULTIPLICATION (Trans.) 
USING THE BASIC MULTIPLICATION TABLE (Transparency) 
COMMON FACTORS (Transparency) 
COMPOSITE NUMBERS (Transparency) 
FACTORS (Transparency) 
FACTORS (Transparency) 
THE FACTORS O AND 1 (Transparency) 
FINDING AN UNNAMED FACTOR BY DIVISION, PART I (Transp&Nnc7) 
FINDING AN UNNAMED FACTOR BY DIVISION, PART II (Transparency) 
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FINDING FACTORS (Transparency) 
GREATEST COMIDN FACTORS (Transparency) 
PRIME NUMBERS (Transparency) 
ADDING FRACTIONS 
~DING FRACTIONS (Transparency) 
CHANGIOO IMPROPER FRACTIONS TO MIXED NUMERALS (Tranap&renc7) 
DECIMAL FRACTIONS (Transparency) 
EQUALITY OF FRACTIONS (Transparency) 




FRACTIONS AND SETS (Transparency) 
INEQUALITIES (Transparency) 
IEAST COMMON DENOMINATORS (Transparency) 
MIXED NUMBERS (Transparency) 
MULTIPLYING FRACTIONS ( 
MULTIPLYING FRACTIONS BY FRACTIONS 
NUMERATOR - DENOMINATOR (Transparency) 
RATIONAL NUMBERS (Transparency) 
RATIONAL NUMBERS (Transparency) 




AREA AND VOLUME (Transparency) 
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PERCENTS (Transparency) 
PERIMETER ( Transparency) 
SURFACE AREA (Transparency) 
AffiEBRAIC LAWS OF SETS (Transparency) 
INEQUALITIES (Transparency) 
SOLVING EQUATIONS - ADDITION 
THIS IS ALGEBRA 
APPLICATION OF INEQUALITIES (Transparency) 
EQUATION PAIRS (Transparency) 
EQUATIONS (Transparency) 
SETS OF EQUATIONS (Transparency) 
ANGLES (Transparency) 
ANGLES AND TRIANGLES (Transparency) 
APPLYING GEOMETRIC LCGIC - DEDUCTIVE REASONING 
APPLYING GEOMETRIC LOOIC - DEFINITIONS AND KEY WORDS 
APPLYING GEOMETRIC LCGIC - MISTAKES IN THINKING 
AREAS - GEOMETRIC FIGURES 
CIRCLE (Transparency) 
CONSTRUCTION (Transparency) 
CONSTRUCTION OF A CIRCLE (Transparency) 
DEFINITIONS (Transparency) 
FOUDATIONS OF GEOMETRY - POSTULATES TRIANGLES AND CIRCLES 
GEOMETRIC FIGURES AND THEIR MEASURES 
GEOMETlUC LCGIC - INDUCTION, ANALYSIS, AND INDIRECT REASONING 
GIDMETRY - CIRCLES 
HOW WE THINK IN GEOMETRY: POINTS, PARTS 
INTRODUCTION TO PLANE GIDMEI'RY 
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LINES AND RAYS (Transparency) 
PARALLEL LINES (Transparency) 
PARTS OF A TRIANGLE AND O':HER FIGURES (Transparency) 
POLYGONS 
POSTULATES : LINES IN GEOMETRY 
QUADRILATERALS (Transparency) 
RAYS AND ANGLES 
RECTANGULAR PRISMS 
SHAPES 
THE SHAPE OF THINGS 
SOLID SHAPES 
SQUARE ROUND AND WIGGLY 
VOCABULARY: LINES AND ANGLES I 
VOCABULARY: CIRCLES, II 
VOCABULARY: LINES A}lD ANGLES RELATIONSHIPS, II 
VOCABULARY: LINES, RELATIONSHIPS, DIRECTION, PERPENDICULAR LINF.S 
VOCABULARY: POLYGONS 
TRUE - FALSE STATEMENTS AND OPEN SENTENCES 
THE MOUNT WILSON AND PALOMAR TELESCOPES 
ASTRONOMY - THE SOLAR SYSTEM (Study Print) 
THE ASTRONOMER AT WORK 
ASTRONOMY THROUGH THE AGES 
BEYOND THE MOON 
EXPLORING THE SPACE AROUND EARTH 
IEI''S FIND OUT WHAT'S IN THE SKY (Tape) 
WNAR AND SOLAR ECLIPSES (Transparency) 
ORBIT OF EARTH AROUND THE SUN (Transparency) 
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THl!: CHAr«lING SEASONS 
DAY AND NIGlfl' 
DAY AND NIGHT (Transparency) 
THE EARTH'S SHAPE AND .'3IZE 
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